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My new job allows me to get lots of fresh air and I meet all sorts of interesting people.

A Letter

Dear Mom,

Sure was nice to hear from you. Don't worry about me. My new job and don't worry about me not getting enough sleep. I spend loads of time in bed.

You wouldn't recognize your fat daughter—I've lost weight and look quite fashionable!

You'd like my friends—they're nice quiet people. Sometimes we just sit around and listen to music.

And thanks for the beautiful heart necklace you sent for my birthday—I just loved it.

By the way, could you send me $50.00? Some unexpected expenses came up. If you don't have that much, I'll take $20.00 or even $10.00.

Your loving daughter.
Dear Reader,

This issue may have reached you fractionally late. Believe us when we tell you it almost never reached you at all.

Beads, acid, karma, Sharon Tate etc....

The OZ Collective
And now I understand what you tried to say to me,
  How you suffered for your sanity,
  How you tried to set them free.
    They would not listen,
    They did not know how -
    Perhaps they'll listen now...

'Vincent' by Don McLean. Published by U.A. Music Ltd
Vincent Van Gogh wrote this letter to his brother Theo some time before he had begun to paint, and after working as a preacher in the Borinage mining district of France.

Ten years to the day from writing this letter, he committed suicide.

My Dear Theo,

Cuesnes, July 1880.

As molting time - when they change their feathers - is for birds, so adversity or misfortune is the difficult time for us human beings. One can stay in it - in that time of molting one can also emerge renewed; but anyhow it must not be done in public and it is not at all amusing, therefore the only thing to do is to hide oneself. Well, so be it.

***

Now for more than five years — I do not know exactly how long — I have been more or less without employment, wandering here and there. You say, since a certain time you have gone down you have deteriorated, you have not done anything. Is this quite true?

It is true that occasionally I have earned my crust of bread, occasionally a friend has given it to me in charity. I have lived as I have liked, and perhaps I have done well; it is true that I have lost the confidence of many; it is true that my financial affairs are in a sad state; it is true that the future is only too gloomy; it is true that I might have done better; it is true that I’ve lost time in terms of earning my bread; it is true that even my studies are in a rather sad and hopeless condition, and that my needs are greater — infinitely greater — than my possessions. But is this what you call “going down”, is this what you call “doing not­

***

For the moment it seems that things are going very badly with me, and it has already been so for a considerable time and may continue awhile in the future; but after everything has seemed to go wrong, perhaps a time will come when things will go right. I don’t count on it, perhaps it will never happen; but if there is a change for the better, I should consider it so much gain, I should be contented, I should say, At last! you see there was something after all!

But you will say, Yet you are an intolerable being because you have impossible ideas about religion and childish scruples of conscience.

If my ideas are impossible or childish, I hope to get rid of them — I ask no better. But this is approximately what I think on the subject. In Un Philosophe sous les toits, by Souvestre, you will find how a man of the people, a simple miserable labourer, imagines his own country. “Perhaps you have never thought what your own country really is,” he said, putting his hand on my shoulder. “It is everything around you, everything that has brought you up and nourished you, everything you have loved; those fields that you see, those houses, those trees, those young girls laughing as they pass — that is your country! The laws that protect you, the bread which rewards your labour, the words you speak, the joy and the sorrow that come to you from the people and the things among which you live — that is your country!

The little room where you used to see your mother, the memories which she has left you, the earth in which she reposes — that is your own country! You see it, you breathe it, everywhere! Figure to yourself the rights and the duties, the affections and the necessities your country, gather it all under one name, and that name will be your country.”

I think that everything which is really good and beautiful — of inner moral, spiritual and sublime beauty in men and their works — comes from God, and that all which is bad and wrong in men and in their works is not of God, and God does not approve of it.

But I always think that the best way to know God is to love many things. Love a friend, a wife, something — whatever you like — you will be on the way to knowing more about Him; that is what I say to myself. But one must love with a lofty and serious intimate sympathy, with strength, with intelligence; and one must try always to know deeper, better and more. That leads to God, that leads to unwavering faith.

To give you an example: someone loves Rembrandt, but seriously — that man will know there is a God, he will surely believe it. Someone studies the history of the French Revolution — he will not be unbelieving, he will see that in great things also there is a sovereign power manifesting itself. Maybe for a short time somebody takes a free course at the great university of misery, and pays attention to the things he sees with his eyes and hears with his ears, he thinks them over; he, too, will end in believing, and he will perhaps have learned more than he can tell. To try to understand the real significance of what the great artists, the serious masters, tell us in their masterpieces, that leads to God; one man wrote or told it in a book; another, in a picture. Then one could even say: the Gospel and the Bible: it makes you think, and think much, and think all the time. Well, think much and think all the time, it raises your thoughts above the ordinary level without your knowing it. We know how to read — well then, let us read!

It is true that there may be moments when one becomes somewhat absent-minded, somewhat visionary; some become too absent-minded, too visionary. This is perhaps the case with me, but it is my own fault; maybe there is some excuse after all — I was absorbed, preoccupied, troubled, for some reason — but one overcomes this. The dreamer sometimes falls into a well, but is said to get out of it afterward. And the absent-minded man also has his lucid moments in compensation. He is sometimes a person who has his reasons for being as he is, but they are not always understood at first, or are unconsciously forgotten most of the time, from lack of interest. A man who has been tossed back and forth for a long time, as if on a stormy sea, at last reaches his destination; a man who has seemed good-for-nothing and incapable of any employment, any function, ends in finding one and becoming active and capable of action — he shows himself quite different from what he seemed at first.

I write somewhat at random whatever comes to my pen. I should be very glad if you could see in me something more than an idle fellow. Because there are two kinds of idleness, which are a great contrast to each other. There is the man who is idle from laziness and from lack of character, from the baseness of his nature. If you like, you may take me for such a one. On the other hand, there is the idle man who is idle in spite of himself, who is inwardly consumed by a great longing for action, but does nothing, because it is impossible for him to do anything, because he seems to be imprisoned in some cage, because he does not possess what he needs to become productive, because circumstances bring him inevitably to
that point. Such a man does not always know what he could do, but he instinctively feels, I am good for some thing, my life has a purpose after all, I know that I could be quite a different man! How can I be useful, of what service can I be? There is something inside of me, what can it be? This is quite a different kind of idle man; if you like, you may take me for such a one! A caged bird in spring knows quite well that he might serve some end; he is well aware that there is something for him to do, but he cannot do it. What is it? He does not quite remember. Then some vague ideas occur to him, and he says to himself, "The others build their nests and lay their eggs and bring up their little ones", and he knocks his head against the bars of the cage. But the cage remains, and the bird is maddened by anguish.

"Look at that lazy animal," says another bird in passing, "he seems to be living at ease."

Yes, the prisoner lives, he does not die; there are no outward signs of what passes within him — his health is good, he is more or less gay when the sun shines. But then the season of migration comes and attacks of melancholia — "But he has everything he wants," say the children who tend him in his cage. He looks through the bars at the overcast sky where a thunderstorm is gathering, and inwardly he rebels against his fate. "I am caged, I am caged, and you tell me I do not want anything, fools! You think I have everything I need! Oh! I beseech you liberty, that I may be a bird like other birds!"

A certain idle man resembles this idle bird.

And circumstances often prevent men from doing things, prisoners in I do not know what horrible, horrible, most horrible cage. There is also — I know it — the deliverance, the tardy deliverance. A justly or unjustly ruined reputation, poverty, unavoidable circumstances, adversity — that is what makes men prisoners. One cannot always tell what it is that keeps us shut in, confines us, seems to bury us; nevertheless, one feels certain barriers, certain gates, certain walls. Is all this imagination, fantasy? I don't think so. And one asks, "My God! Is it for long, is it for ever, is it for all eternity?"

Do you know what frees one from this captivity? It is every deep, serious affection. Being friends, being brothers, love, that is what opens the prison by some supreme power, by some magic force. Without this, one remains in prison. Where sympathy is renewed, life is restored. And the prison is also called prejudice, misunderstanding, fatal ignorance of one thing or another, distrust, false shame.

But to speak of other things, if I have come down in the world, you, on the contrary, have risen. If I have lost the sympathy of some, you, on the contrary, have gained it. That makes me very happy — I say it in all sincerity — and always will. If you hadn't seriousness or depth, I would fear that it would not last; but as I think you are very serious and of great depth, I believe that it will. But I should be very glad if it were possible for you to see me as something more than an idle man of the worst type.

***

For the present, I shake hands with you, thanking you again for the help you have given me.

Ever yours, Vincent.
Michael Abdul Malik, Michael X, is being held in the Royal Gaol, Port of Spain, Trinidad, charged with the murder of Gale Benson and Joseph Skerritt. He is being treated as a political prisoner. Michael's long fight to establish free communities like the Black House in London, and the Free University in Trinidad, and his unwillingness to accept economic and racial oppression have led him to this small cell in Trinidad where he is now fighting to save his life. The media has had an orgy with the muddled facts surrounding this case, and we hope that this letter which Michael was finally able to get to us via his lawyer, Kenneth Foster, will help shed some light on what is really going down in Trinidad, and get Michael a fair trial and the freedom that will follow.

Dan Richter

Michael X:
“Murder is an absurd suggestion.”


The first part of this little note may seem on the surface as a litany of complaints, but complaining as such is far away from my mind. I relate the following picture so you who are faraway may see and get a clear picture of what's really happening here.

First you must be aware that this is not a criminal trial, it is political. Murder as a charge in relation to myself, is an absurd suggestion. When I was brought back to Trinidad, I was put in a stone and concrete cell six foot by twelve foot, with no bed or any other type of furniture, this should speak for itself. I remained on the concrete floor for twelve days. My lawyers made representations to the Chief Justice and the Prisons Commissioner and I was finally given a little bed with fibre filled mattress, no sheets or pillow case, this is the situation to this day three months later, our constitution states that as a remand prisoner I am entitled to a light mattress, no sheets or pillow case, this should speak for itself.

My lawyers are harassed directly and indirectly, like for example a three hundred dollar demand or personal violence for a taxi bill or on the other hand a refusal by Immigration to allow my lawyer's clerk entry into the country, noting by the way he had been in four times before, working and researching in my defence. Mr Regis the clerk is an accredited member at Lincoln's Inn, London. My situation is made difficult even more by a hold up at gun point of my wife and seizure of my diaries and address book and her diary and address book by the police. The almost finished manuscript of my new book was seized and destroyed and strewn on the floor by the police when they occupied my property. I am not allowed to write on two tiny forms weekly or weight or conditions in prison. I am not allowed to go into the sunlight for exercise as is the custom for other prisoners, nor can I get any answers as to why I must endure such harsh punishment, particularly as I am not convicted of any crime. My wife on occasion visited me here in prison in the company of a local person, to travel the 18 miles to court, I am escorted by 25 armed policemen with modern SLRs, self-loading sub machine guns.

SLRs, self-loading sub machine guns.

Around the court stand 68 heavily armed uniform men, inside are twelve more with side arms and ten with riot staffs. I am curious how many are around in civilian dress. My lawyers are harassed directly and indirectly, like for example a three hundred dollar demand or personal violence for a taxi bill or on the other hand a refusal by Immigration to allow my lawyer's clerk entry into the country, noting by the way he had been in four times before, working and researching in my defence. Mr Regis the clerk is an accredited member at Lincoln's Inn, London. My situation is made difficult even more by a hold up at gun point of my wife and seizure of my diaries and address book and her diary and address book by the police. The almost finished manuscript of my new book was seized and destroyed and strewn on the floor by the police when they occupied my property. I am not allowed to write on two tiny forms weekly or weight or conditions in prison. I am not allowed to go into the sunlight for exercise as is the custom for other prisoners, nor can I get any answers as to why I must endure such harsh punishment, particularly as I am not convicted of any crime.

My wife on occasion visited me here in prison in the company of a local person, to travel the 18 miles to court, I am escorted by 25 armed policemen with modern SLRs, self-loading sub machine guns.

Sometimes I go for a week or nine days on water only, it is over three months now I am in this situation. They say there will be a decision in about a year. I go to court now about three times a week on average. To travel the 18 miles to court, I am escorted by 25 armed policemen with modern SLRs, self-loading sub machine guns.

The picture I have shown is one of Trinidad today. This beautiful Caribbean country is now described as a police state, 14 years after independence from England, our country has been in an officially proclaimed State of Emergency for the past year. On my arrival in Trinidad January 1971 I began working on a Social and Agricultural Programme, with large gift of money from people like you John Lennon and your wife Yoko Ono who came and witnessed at first hand some of our work, we were able to alleviate much poverty in what is essentially quite a rich country (oil rich). With hard work and much patience I gained in passing a large following of the ordinary people and many enemies, the present administration is afraid. They are parading 24 or more witnesses against me on one charge of murder, that of a local man, and 40 witnesses on another charge of murder, this one being an English woman. To defend myself legally in this protracted legal battle will bear enormous costs which I cannot afford, at present two lawyers from St. Lucia, Mr. Kenneth Foster and Mr. Leo Regis his clerk who are knowledgeable of the Caribbean scene and who believe in my innocence have taken up the cause at considerable expense to themselves, they can be reached at Box 218 Castries, St. Lucia, West Indies. Mr. Foster is also the leader of the opposition party in St. Lucia. I ask of you my friends to send to me at the Royal Gaol, Port of Spain, Trinidad, what assistance you can, and hope that one day we may see and serve each other again.

Yours in Peace,
Michael Abdul Malik.

I wish to further request you to spread this information and write me.

The retaining cost has been estimated at $25,000 dollars.
Words of wisdom...

Dear Readers: Too many of your letters are long and boring, and we're running out of blue pencils. Keep it short and snappy, huh? Mark the envelopes 'Words of Wisdom' and mail to:

OZ Magazine 19 Gt. Newport St London W C.2

Dear OZ,

What the BLOODY FUCK has happened to OZ? while I've been away? What's happened to the good ol' dope crazed, SEXIST beautifully badly printed, horned, long-haired OZ that used to be?

Where has the depraved filth of Acid, Hells Angels and the notorious School Kids Oz got to?

What I'm saying you Rolls-driving fascists is that OZ was once a darned good (bad) mag but since the fame of School Kids you have gone hi-class, you've become SOPHISTICATED and OZ is laid out like Woman's Own. Just take a look at number 42 with a cover like family circle. The first pages were full of bummy crap letters from pissy women's liberationists who appear to have taken OZ over. All the articles have lost that old OZ touch and gone soppy and sympathetic, none of yer good ol' SADISTIC goodies, none of yer hard-to-read print that taught you how to grow goodies and sixty nine and worst of all, no perverted, glossy, horned pix that adorned your pages that first brought you bread from the loyal 1%-ers. I ain't gonna give you me name and address, I'm just sayin' if you see a guy walking London's fair streets with a placard saying "NEW LOOK OZ, THE EXPENSIVE DOG PAPER", you'll know who it is.

Big R

Dear OZ,

Why have the early experiments, with different formats, such as the flowerchild poster (no 5), the fold-out cover (4), the stickers (11) and the Magic Theatre OZ (16) given way to such a standardised presentation? And the price is far higher than any other British u/g paper (as, no doubt, are your profits).

I'll still keep reading you anyway (I can't forget the feeling of liberation I got when I read no. 6 and found the underground) but think it over.

Fraternally,

Rod

Dear OZ,

While I was in Borstal I read your School Kids issue everyone in there dug it. Yes even the skinheads. While in Borstal I worked in the local factory and various other places. I took OZ to the factory. The manager of the maintenance dept took it away and said it would upset the workers. He then locked himself in his office and spent the afternoon reading it.

I think you're a bit isolated. Please don't keep saying the underground is dead.

Yours sincerely,
C.J. Bowers

Dear OZ,

A few words about Warren Hague's article. I'm not a hippie, insofar as I don't want to smoke dope or fuck in the streets but I support his desire for the freedom to do these things. However, he's being more than a little naive if he thinks he'll get that freedom without power.

What will a smoke-in or a Freax United Party achieve? Will our democratically elected representatives accept that a lot of people want the freedom to be themselves — they haven't so far — and so democratically allow it? I think not; "democracy" is just the sugar coating for an emerging
1984 type society dominated by Centrist politics, consumerism, and a police army force ever alert for subversion of the public's minds and bodies, and the folks who wish to run this and every other "democratic" country know that the construction of real personal freedom is the dissolution of the chains that bind us to them - education, morality, security, money and all the rest of it. And if these chains are gone so's their power and they want power, even if you don't wear.

I agree from experience that the majority of the working class are rednecks committed to Capitalism, one way or the other; there might be enough working class revolutionaries to make the revolution, but not to sustain it. Any revolution will not only have the non-liberal bourgeoisie, high finance and Frank Pitsen and Robert Mark's jolly lads against it, but also the apathy or opposition of many members of the working class to contend with, and a revolution facing all that opposition (just as Britain and a successful revolution will have to do better than that) is going to be a bastard. So even though revolutionaries don't like dopers or collaborators, perhaps with good reason, and even though the revolutionary working class don't much like hippies, you'll have to accept that they'll be the ones with the power when there's a successful revolution (and you'd better not sit around grumbling if there's an unsuccessful one) and you'll still be in the same powerless boat wanting "dope, rock'n'roll and fucking in the streets". That is, unless you decide that the only chance you have of achieving your own rather limited revolution and saving that is by helping your more active brothers and sisters to bring about the real revolution.

Chris Kemp
25 Minver Road, Liverpool

Dear OZ,
I am sick of opening OZ and seeing letters from people complaining about the standard of your mag. These people are talking out the back of their arses. I think that even if a new OZ comes out it is better than ever. So come on all you so-called OZ friends, write in and let's see a word of praise for a change, for the best fuckin' mag ever.

S. Fletcher
Bedford.

Dear OZ,
At last one of your correspondents, Warren Hague, has kicked all this political shit right up the arse. His article (OZ 42) really puts the Left in its proper position. We anarchists (the real freaks) all know that the Right are real pigs but it was nice to show how they are. The so-called "libertarian Left" however, are far more underhand. These cunts really believe in the same doctrine as the Right, but deliberately con people by their superfloos skin-deep 'libertarianism' to stop them joining real revolutionaries. These cunts are our biggest enemies.

So let all freaks, whatever their creed, join arms and fight this fascist system until it is obliterated for ever.

So can you, OZ, our mouthpiece to the outside world, give us some more articles like Warren Hague's. If you do you will show your true libertarianism.

Love to all you beautiful freaks all over the world.

Kev
2 Highclere
Sunninghill Berks

Dear OZ,
Thanks to Amadeus Vivek for describing so vividly the kind of crackpot ideas about Macrobiotics that pervade much straight and hip thinking, both in the States and to a lesser extent in Britain. It is obvious from his article that he has been strung out on some kind of macromadness himself, and it is no wonder that he is now so pre­ziedly upright about Macrobiotics. I have been Macrobiotic for six years, but if I had to practice the marxistich variety he describes I'd burn my chopsticks in protest.

Sure there are people who wrap up their own neurons in a web of yin and yang and fanatic fantasy; Amadeus's article is an excellent clinical analysis of the aberration. It's amazing how a person can twist anything to fit his particular interpretation of the universe. For example: Amadeus says fruit is forbidden in Macrobiotics. Fact: George Ohhsawa, author of the basic guidebook, Zen Macrobiotics, advises that you can eat up to 15% fruits and salads, and up to 45% fruits and salads if you are a veg­etarian, and maintain excellent health. So why does Amadeus say fruits are forbidden? Perhaps because in the case of diets to cure severe sickness, fruits are fre­bidden? Perhaps be­cause in Macrobiotics the emphasis is on the macro and not the micro.

Sure there are people who wrap up their own neurons in a web of yin and yang and fanatic fantasy; Amadeus's article is an excellent clinical analysis of the aberration. It's amazing how a person can twist anything to fit his particular interpretation of the universe. For example: Amadeus says fruit is forbidden in Macrobiotics. Fact: George Ohhsawa, author of the basic guidebook, Zen Macrobiotics, advises that you can eat up to 15% fruits and salads, and up to 45% fruits and salads if you are a veget­arian, and maintain excellent health. So why does Amadeus say fruits are forbidden? Perhaps because in the case of diets to cure severe sickness, fruits are fre­bidden? Perhaps be­cause in Macrobiotics the emphasis is on the macro and not the micro.

Sure there are people who wrap up their own neurons in a web of yin and yang and fanatic fantasy; Amadeus's article is an excellent clinical analysis of the aberration. It's amazing how a person can twist anything to fit his particular interpretation of the universe. For example: Amadeus says fruit is forbidden in Macrobiotics. Fact: George Ohhsawa, author of the basic guidebook, Zen Macrobiotics, advises that you can eat up to 15% fruits and salads, and up to 45% fruits and salads if you are a veget­arian, and maintain excellent health. So why does Amadeus say fruits are forbidden? Perhaps because in the case of diets to cure severe sickness, fruits are fre­bidden? Perhaps be­cause in Macrobiotics the emphasis is on the macro and not the micro.

Sure there are people who wrap up their own neurons in a web of yin and yang and fanatic fantasy; Amadeus's article is an excellent clinical analysis of the aberration. It's amazing how a person can twist anything to fit his particular interpretation of the universe. For example: Amadeus says fruit is forbidden in Macrobiotics. Fact: George Ohhsawa, author of the basic guidebook, Zen Macrobiotics, advises that you can eat up to 15% fruits and salads, and up to 45% fruits and salads if you are a veget­arian, and maintain excellent health. So why does Amadeus say fruits are forbidden? Perhaps because in the case of diets to cure severe sickness, fruits are fre­bidden? Perhaps be­cause in Macrobiotics the emphasis is on the macro and not the micro.

Sure there are people who wrap up their own neurons in a web of yin and yang and fanatic fantasy; Amadeus's article is an excellent clinical analysis of the aberration. It's amazing how a person can twist anything to fit his particular interpretation of the universe. For example: Amadeus says fruit is forbidden in Macrobiotics. Fact: George Ohhsawa, author of the basic guidebook, Zen Macrobiotics, advises that you can eat up to 15% fruits and salads, and up to 45% fruits and salads if you are a veget­arian, and maintain excellent health. So why does Amadeus say fruits are forbidden? Perhaps because in the case of diets to cure severe sickness, fruits are fre­bidden? Perhaps be­cause in Macrobiotics the emphasis is on the macro and not the micro.

Sure there are people who wrap up their own neurons in a web of yin and yang and fanatic fantasy; Amadeus's article is an excellent clinical analysis of the aberration. It's amazing how a person can twist anything to fit his particular interpretation of the universe. For example: Amadeus says fruit is forbidden in Macrobiotics. Fact: George Ohhsawa, author of the basic guidebook, Zen Macrobiotics, advises that you can eat up to 15% fruits and salads, and up to 45% fruits and salads if you are a veget­arian, and maintain excellent health. So why does Amadeus say fruits are forbidden? Perhaps because in the case of diets to cure severe sickness, fruits are fre­bidden? Perhaps be­cause in Macrobiotics the emphasis is on the macro and not the micro.
When men became heavy fish predators the balances were affected. How many tons of sardines should Peruvian fishermen harvest to produce the maximum yield, and still be able to do the same thing the next year, and the one after that and on

I believe that man’s fulfillment is to make the planet earth a garden of eden; a beautiful place for men to live for as long as we can keep it habitable; as long as we can survive. It may be a conscious extension of what we call the survival instinct. It is a very strong feeling.

Men are beautiful and positive physical incarnations. Soul or consciousness experiences the universe through us, and dogs and cats, lions, birds, trees, rocks, stars, air. Human beings are a rare part of the physical universe. They are worth saving.

As far as I know, this earth is the only place where we can survive without very complex earth-built apparatus. Our physical being is evolving, and may someday be more versatile and less earth bound. Or a new incarnation free of earth may eventuate; may already exist. But earth is a beautiful place, and humans are beautiful creatures. Why not let both survive until our sun burns out? Consciousness could not find a better way to spend seventy five or a hundred years than with a human being on earth.

Some human beings. But even the least attractive least happy least high want to survive. Why aren’t they high? How can we make this a place where all consciousness is high all of the time . . . in every physical incarnation. We have to make it a place where everything survives; we have to make a garden of eden. Whether to save only humans or all living things is for me an easy decision. I would have everything survive. Do we need mosquitoes?

My father is a marine ecologist. He has studied fish since his teens. One of the first things I learned as a child was the balance of species of fish plants and other ocean and freshwater forms. Fish that eat plant life are eaten by fish that are eaten by bigger fish that are eaten by porpoise killer whales sharks, for one to survive all must survive.

When men became heavy fish predators the balances were affected. How many tons of sardines should Peruvian fishermen harvest to produce the maximum yield, and still be able to do the same thing the next year, and the one after that and on
forever? Men and sardines surviving. My father's work is to answer these questions of balance, and there has been no escape for me from the fact that the population of men is part of this chain, and that the condition of man and the condition of earth are inseparable.

Because nothing eats us, we have no population controls. We have forgotten for long periods of time that we are within the balance. We have destroyed the game so we must fence the lands and grow great herds of ignorant beasts to feed on.

We have grown in numbers until we have to clear and fence the land for intensive farming, dam the rivers and dig new ones and build railroads and trucks and ships in factories and dig the ores and pump the oil to feed the engines made of the ores to run the factories to build the machines to get the food to survive. And we fight wars among ourselves over who will get the oil and fence what land and mine what ores and produce what food to survive.

Men sweat in the factories to make the machines to fight the wars to win the ores to make the machines to run the farms to get the food to survive. And they're not high.

Men sweat in the white shirts and ties, top hats and overcoats to run the countries that run the factories that make the machines to win the wars and get the goods to make the machines to get the food to survive. And they're not high.

Machines are the lowest form of life in the universe. They are destroyers. Machine guns. They are only 200 years old. Machines are gone, the machine men only as long as men let them exist. When machines are gone, the machine men will be gone, and all human beings will be high.

Perhaps men will not be able to part with their machines. Must we be destroyed to free the universe of machines? There are too many of us to survive without machines. I consider the possibility of getting it together with machines and people and stumble every time on the men who must make the machines, pump the oil and build the roads. The sweat and pain and boredom of doing the same thing over and over and over for no known reason other than to get the money to buy the food the machines made. The food is shitty; the machine men are not high. They are making the wars busts laws prisons smog concrete capitalism.

We must reduce population, free ourselves from machine enslavement, free the earth from enslavement to our machines. Engines are our death grip on mother earth. Without them she is our equal. Can you stand it? Weaned from your metal mothers? List them in your mind and feel your attachment.

A machman is a human being who has intercourse with a machine. When the machines are gone, the machmen will be gone and all living things will be high.

So I'm slowly unravelling myself from my machines. I want to feel how high it can be. It means relearning the use of the human body in providing for itself, in amusing itself, in getting itself high. It is learning lost skills, it is learning to live. I can see that work is hard without machines if food must be grown. I can see that the land cannot support too many people per square mile without machines. If food is not cultivated, if it is hunted and gathered, there must be even fewer people in relation to area of earth and population of other animals and plants. It feels that the fewer the human beings, the easier it is to survive, and the higher the life on all levels.

The Australian aboriginals, said to be the lowest people on earth, appear (from readings) to have been among the highest. There was never question in their minds as to whether their way of life of the way of the white invaders was higher. They lived in Australia for 40,000 years without farming, or building permanent houses. Their life was awareness of their world in every detail, and conscious interaction with it aimed at survival for all, including trees, rocks, lakes and sky.

American indians have been close also in balance with their world. They too were few in numbers and conscious preservers of all things. Only on a hunting and gathering level is man in harmony with earth, his body, the universe. Only then is he fulfilling his highest destiny. Do you remember the Noble Savage discovered by America's first settlers? Indian life and highness inspired by the American revolution, constitution, and the French revolution. Europeans living as the indians did were the highest white men in the world. They were primitive hunters and gatherers. It was so good that millions of Europeans came to feel it . . . and smothered the land with their numbers. And built machines to kill the indians to get the land to grow the food to feed their cities. And imported slaves to work the land to clothe their numbers. And built more machines to work the land to feed the freed slaves so that they would not have to give them land. And, slaves to their numbers, became slaves to their machines.

We have no need for killing, for slavery or machinery. We could take population back to a balanced level if we wanted to. Let us do it or be miserable machmen until our end. Machmen bred to machwomen will give birth to full oil blooded machines in five generations.

My grandfather was a machmen. My father is a machman. I am a machman. I want to be the last machman in my line.

How far back do we have to go. All the way to the death of the last internal combustion engine and the rusting away of the last rifled gun barrel. To the destruction of hydroelectric plants, oil refineries, nuclear generators. To the closing of the last factory door, to concrete crumbled to dust, to grass
Come on let's go. I find posts still standing from forgotten fences. I travel in a bark canoe through a mountain in a tunnel that natives tell me the machmen built to carry water to distant dry areas to grow more food to feed more men to make more machines. We laugh, stroke, laugh, water to distant dry areas to grow more.

mountains, I find posts still standing from the age of machmen.

As I continue my journey into the less inhabited interior and further into rugged mountains, I find posts still standing from forgotten fences. I travel in a bark canoe through a mountain in a tunnel that natives tell me the machmen built to carry water to distant dry areas to grow more food to feed more men to make more machines. We laugh, stroke, laugh, water to distant dry areas to grow more.

Let's go. We are men. We can walk we feel, hunt, paddle, sail, surf, make music, love, breathe, eat, laugh, smell, taste, cry, sing. Let's go to a heart pumping blood-flowing high dance.

Coming on let's go, man man human being let us go man man human being let us go.
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STOP PRESS: The launch issue of 'Spike', Scotland's first national underground paper has already run foul of the law. Only two days after publication on June 26th, Glasgow police arrested a couple of street sellers and 'visited' the offices of Black Box, the u/g Scottish news service, from whose premises they were arrested. For those of you who haven't yet sampled this stuff, informal information on this sensational publication, edited by ex-ink editor, Wynford Hicks, we suggest you send £1.50 for a trial subscription of six issues to 'Spike', 3 Belmont Road, S.W.4.

***

Here is a useful piece of information sent to us for the benefit of pig farmers. If your recent litter of piglets was born north of the border. But we could have done without that tongue in cheek story on the 19 London St., London, W.1.

Gay News is located at 19 London St., London, W.1. They are objecting to the use of the word ‘bastard’ in ‘Spike’s’ page two editorial, and are threatening prosecution for the silhouette of a phallic banana that adorns their front cover. ‘Spike’, which is named flatteringly after this very column, be obtained from 15 Hope St., Glasgow G.2, £6.50.

Subscriptions £1.00 for twelve issues.

Good News.
We’re glad to hear from many of our readers that they have received their copies of the last issue of OZ (no. 42) in good time and without interference. As we have already explained, the non-arrival of OZ 40 and 41 is due entirely to the absurd meddling and censorship of the G.P.O.

Although no action at all was taken by any member of the public or by the police to seek the prosecution of issues 40 and 41, and although both these issues had been returned to the presses (a national) circulation and distribution quite openly in newspapers and bookstores up and down the country, still the GPO felt it necessary to impound subscribers’ copies mailed in plain brown envelopes. The logic of such action must defeat even Lord Longford.

At present, these issues are the subject (at the GPO’s request) of an examination by the Director of Public Prosecutions’ Office. The editors of the issues have been cautioned by members of Scotland Yard’s Obscene Publications Dept., but they have not been charged. The D.P.P. has had copies of OZ issue 40 in its possession since January of this year. One can imagine the impossible situation the D.P.P. office must find themselves in. Here is a magazine that was received openly, without any complaint whatever to their (or our) knowledge, by the public at large. It is the private and pornographic production of any kind, and enjoys a growing, politically aware readership. No-one in his right mind could possibly suggest that either issues 40 or 41 of OZ magazine are obscene or in danger of being so.

When a high-ranking member of the Post Office was asked by a staff member of OZ over the telephone what airmail envelopes were used for the sending of OZ, it was explained that the envelopes had been opened in the first place prior to mailing them, the only excuse he had to offer was that the GPO is a law-enforcement agency. And now, after accepting our money for postage, hauling off thousands of carefully wrapped subscribers’ copies to the Yard for examination and censorship of the G.P.O.

And so, to recap on this farcical black comedy we have the following trail of astounding events: 1) OZ is published and appears openly on the streets of the country. 2) The authorities receive a trail of letters of complaint to readers from Lands End to John O’Groats. 3) No-one complains to the police or to OZ magazine. 4) Copies are sealed in brown, plain envelopes. 5) OZ pays the postage and mails them. 6) The GPO makes the opening of the airmail to make sure they are not ‘drugs...’? A member of this search force is offended (or more realistically) confused by the contents. 8) He passes it on to his superior. 9) His superior passes it up the line to head office.

10) The hypercritical bigots and narrow-minded bureaucrats at HQ send copies to the Director of Public Prosecutions. 11) The D.P.P’s office has an unwanted prosecution on its hands. 12) It all costs you, the taxpayers who support both the GPO and the D.P.P., more money.

At the root of this problem is the notorious Post Office Act. This allows the Post Office to virtually censor printed material that cannot be attacked by any other existing law. There is no space here to go fully into the inconsistencies of the Post Office Act, that would take two or three pages, at least, of boring and intricate copy.

All we wish to make clear at this stage is: 1) Somehow, someway, we will get your copies to you. 2) We are not rip-off artists — it takes time and it takes effort. Trust us for a little while.

In the nationwide prosecution of innocent postmen and women over ‘recent’ allegations made by the Post Office, it has emerged that the police have been obstructing postmen and women in their work in connexion with the allegations. It is believed that the obstruction of postmen and women over the past few days has been for the benefit of pig farmers.

Up for gras we went to press was the first issue of ‘Gay News’, a national, fortnightly gay news and gossip newspaper. Cliff Richard made a convincing homosexual-of-the-month and there are some fine pranks in the intriques of Jimmy Saville’s ‘Speakeasy’ programme on the ‘Talkie’ last night. Other worthwhile features included a medically sound, if somewhat moralistic run down on homosexuals and venereal disease and a snappy guide to gay action north of the border. But we could have done without that tongue in cheek story on the covers came off and the sweltering maniac with a whitewash pump inside the giant egg got busy.

***

Here is the telephone bill that broke Ink. No, it’s not a pay phone. It really does say One thousand and fifty-five pounds and four pence. After you’ve read our lead item on the GPO reaction here’s a chance to imagine how sorry we are, at OZ, that we ever feel about all this.

A dateline has not yet been set for the trial of the Nasty Tales 4, although an announcement is expected shortly confirming that it will be some time in August. In a hopelessly transparent attempt to ‘play down’ the media’s possible snap up the underground press since the OZ trial last June the authorities have decided to hold this trial during the Inner London Sessions at the Newington Causeway Crown Court, Elephant and Castle.

Mick Farren, Joy Farren, Edward Barker and Paul Lewis, together with their Limited Company have each been charged under Section 2 (1) of the Obscene Publications Act 1959 as amended by Sect 1 (1) of the 1964 Act. The committal proceedings were concluded last May 15th at Marlborough Magistrates Court. Mick Farren and Paul Lewis are understood to be preparing to defend themselves.

The prosecution’s case is thought to rest simply on evidence of children having bought and read a copy of the issue of Nasty Tales in question. It’s gratifying to note that the Nasty Tales crew have not been charged with a conspiracy of any kind. But then, conspiracy to produce a comic book... what jury would ever have heard that one?


***

As some of you will have doubts read in The Guardian, Mike Topuzoglu, commonly known as ‘Greek Mike’ from the Greek Nationalist then was sitting for several weeks in Pentonville police cell. Currently he is awaiting deportation to Turkey where he faces a prison sentence for refusing to serve in the Turkish Army. He is in solitary confinement, his mail has been torn up and his books refused him. He is also being forced to wear identification patches on his prison uniform to mark him as a dangerous and/or absconding prisoner.

And the crime that Michael has committed to find himself in this position? It is as simple as it is absurd. He has been found guilty of being an alien.
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Post-Scarcity Anarchism
The new left became old when its basically sound intuitions were replaced by archaic theories — those of the Thirties and the Third. Not that the intuitions of the early and middle Sixties would have sufficed to transform American society; a practice based exclusively on intuitions is likely to be erratic and ineffectual. But somehow the theory required by the movement had to emerge from the conditions of its own origins, not only the uniqueness of the American experience. It could not be imported from foreign situations. Ignored almost by design, the movement reached the limits of unconsciousness by the late Sixties. Rather than creating an authentic understanding of itself at that point, it resurrected the theories of past revolutions, and perhaps won itself a stay of execution of several years. But the cost was too great. Once the fragile repression against the brutal experience of sectarianism made the end inevitable.

While the political movement was declining because of an increasing detachment from its authentic historical role, another process was spontaneously emerging from the conditions of American society, the counter-culture was spreading at a rate unanticipated by anyone. The counter-culture not only includes the world of rock, drugs and clothing, these are only its most superficial trappings. Its real substance lies in the attempt to transform social relations, create community, gain control of everyday life from below and overcome alienation through projects such as free clinics, communes, women’s groups and food co-ops. Many radicals finding daily life as movement activists as well and movement politics completely impoverished, are turning to the counter-culture as an alternative. But just as their earlier experiences with political models are based on low levels of consciousness, so their present identification with the counter-culture often rests on little more than inchoate intuitions. That child care and health foods are essential components of the American revolution is commonly felt. There seems to exist, however, a general inability to explain the revolutionary significance of these impulses to improve the quality of life. The mainstream of society at large infects and constantly subverts the movement. Inheriting a basically pragmatic attitude towards life, movement, thought has been arrested at the purely tactical and strategic levels, and has had little regard for theory. What little “theory” the movement has engaged in has been pre-occupied with the pragmatic question of means. The movement has devoted little attention to the question of ends: What exactly is to be accomplished by an American revolution? Until sufficient clarity exists about ends, all consideration of means remains useless. And once the question of ends is resolved, solutions to “practical” problems follow. While the desire to avoid rapid speculation which remains remote from practical reality can be appreciated, tactical debate — although giving the illusion of substantiality and practicality, is futile if it does not have a proper theoretical foundation.

Every generation of revolutionaries receives a certain set of historical possibilities out of which it makes its own history and its degree of success rests on its consciousness of those possibilities. Only when revolutionary practice is commensurate with the goals to be achieved will the revolution be carried through to its complete fruition. In an age when ecological apocalypse looms before us, an incomplete revolution offers no solutions. That a revolution’s possibilities are limited by the material conditions that circumscribe it — e.g. German peasant revolts could not have created socialism — has become a truism of the Left (largely as an apology for the Russian Revolution). It is equally true that revolutionaries can ignore the limits of its its sights short of its historical possibilities will fail. In the latter case, the revolution simply fails to capture the imaginations and embody the needs of the people in a way that can meet the physical or psychological risks of revolution worth their while. To an overwhelming extent, this timidity of vision has been the problem with the movement. Although the movement has contained visionary elements, they have inevitably become combined with regressive ideologies and thereby distorted.

The Revolution and Human Freedom

In this context, radicals who have been experiencing the confusion and demoralization of the past several years should enthusiastically welcome the publication of Murray Bookchin’s *Post-Scarcity Anarchism*. For what emerges from a reading of *Post-Scarcity* is a sense of the possibilities posed by the American revolution, possibilities that have preceded it. Such qualitatively new conditions render all previous and felt for revolution pointless and demand a new approach. If the American revolution is to be a success, must cross that frontier.

The point of departure for Bookchin’s analysis is the unique social position of the United States. Elaborating on one of Marx’s profoundest insights — the dialectic of history from primitive communism through property to communism — Bookchin maintains that the United States (and the advanced capitalist world of which it is the cornerstone) stands not on the borderline of capitalism and socialism, as is usually believed by the Left, but on the borderline of property society and communism, or hierarchical and classless society. As we shall see, the American revolution, if it is to be a success, must cross that frontier.

If it is true that the historical dialectic moves from primitive communism through property society to a higher development of communism, then we will not understand this broad development without investigating the relationship of each social form to the natural world and the type of consciousness engendered by that relationship. Briefly, primitive society is primarily characterized by its integration with nature and its remarkable internal unity. The primitive ego, or self, while differentiating itself from nature — it does not have the primordial unity of infantile consciousness — also conceives of itself as part of nature. In primitive society the world does not have the quality of otherness which it assumes in “civilized” society. The primitive feels much more at home and unalienated in the world. Unlike the “civilized” mind,
primitive consciousness does not conceive of the world as an "inanimate", "empty" object, but as a subject, "redolent with life." The natural world is experienced as life confronting life, involving man in reciprocal relations. Since the natural world is experienced as a living subject, to which the primitive is reciprocally related, rather than as an inanimate object, nature has its own integrity which cannot be violated. The notion of dominating or exploiting the natural world is foreign to the primitive, and, as we shall see, this tends to place him or her at nature's mercy.

The relationship between the primitive self and society exhibits a similar reciprocity and cohesion. The individual does not operate independently of group demands, but relies on the community as the only context in which to actualize himself or herself. The community, rather than limiting the actions of the individual, is free to define it. The collective, in turn, is able to accept the autonomy of each individual because of a religious belief in the necessity of diversity within the order of the cosmos. As Dorothy Lee explains in the introduction of Herbert Marcuse's Eunuchs of the world unite!

"Man is part of a larger structured whole, so an individual cooperates with even more that the members of his human group. Every aspect of his nature—plants and animals, colours, cardinal directions and numbers and sex distinctions, the dead and the living, all have a cooperative share in the maintenance of the universal order. Eventually, the effort of the individual to dominate nature, and as each individual develops his inner potential, as he enhances his participation, so does the entire universe become involved in his achievement, but his entire unique being is significant."

This commitment to diversity allows social differentiation to exist without the development of rigid hierarchy. For example, a chief or priest might possess specialized knowledge which he employs for the good of the community, but he does not use it to gain power over the individual. The individual cooperates for the betterment of the whole. The individual's knowledge is not for his personal benefit but for the information, much as one might consult a reference book, without being bound to follow the recommendation. Thus, in primitive societies, hierarchy is a self-limiting principle, rules without the domination of individuals or the development of hierarchy which accompanies it in property society. In fact, di versity is respected as an end in itself.

But the foundations of the unalienated societies were precarious, for contained within the primitive's many-sided relationship with nature was the sense of his powerlessness over the rhythms of nature. We see this most clearly in mythology, where nature appears both as the loving mother and the terrible mother, as the nurturer and the destroyer. Ultimately, the constant threat of nature's destructive force undermines the stability of primitive society. A society that has not overcome material scarcity — and this includes all societies that have thus far existed — is inherently unstable. The insecurity engendered by material scarcity leads to the acquisition of property as an attempted insulation from the natural world. Power is the dominant solution to the struggle to pacify nature. The conquest of nature fundamentally alters man's relationship to nature and man's relationship to man. A prerequisite for the domination of the natural world is the estrangement of the ego from nature, for only an atomized and alienated ego can think of conquering nature. Indeed, only such an ego is capable of the conquest. The natural world and the individual's nature are in constant conflict. The struggle to pacify nature can be overcome and propertied society itself transcended. The conquest of nature has not only been completed; it has gone entirely too far. The tortured development of propertied society has brought us to the point where the self can be reharmonized with nature, society and itself. We can develop his or her human potentials to their fullest. Cutting cane or working in a machine tool factory remains toil. The insecurity engendered by material scarcity leads to the acquisition of property as an attempted insulation from the natural world. Power is the dominant solution to the struggle to pacify nature. The conquest of nature fundamentally alters man's relationship to nature and man's relationship to man. A prerequisite for the domination of the natural world is the estrangement of the ego from nature, for only an atomized and alienated ego can think of conquering nature. Indeed, only such an ego is capable of the conquest. The natural world and the individual's nature are in constant conflict. The struggle to pacify nature can be overcome and propertied society itself transcended. The conquest of nature has not only been completed; it has gone entirely too far. The tortured development of propertied society has brought us to the point where the self can be reharmonized with nature, society and itself. We can develop his or her human potentials to their fullest. Cutting cane or working in a machine tool factory remains toil. The insecurity engendered by material scarcity leads to the acquisition of property as an attempted insulation from the natural world. Power is the dominant solution to the struggle to pacify nature. The conquest of nature fundamentally alters man's relationship to nature and man's relationship to man. A prerequisite for the domination of the natural world is the estrangement of the ego from nature, for only an atomized and alienated ego can think of conquering nature. Indeed, only such an ego is capable of the conquest. The natural world and the individual's nature are in constant conflict. The struggle to pacify nature can be overcome and propertied society itself transcended. The conquest of nature has not only been completed; it has gone entirely too far. The tortured development of propertied society has brought us to the point where the self can be reharmonized with nature, society and itself. We can develop his or her human potentials to their fullest. Cutting cane or working in a machine tool factory remains toil.

The insecurity engendered by material scarcity leads to the acquisition of property as an attempted insulation from the natural world. Power is the dominant solution to the struggle to pacify nature. The conquest of nature fundamentally alters man's relationship to nature and man's relationship to man. A prerequisite for the domination of the natural world is the estrangement of the ego from nature, for only an atomized and alienated ego can think of conquering nature. Indeed, only such an ego is capable of the conquest. The natural world and the individual's nature are in constant conflict. The struggle to pacify nature can be overcome and propertied society itself transcended. The conquest of nature has not only been completed; it has gone entirely too far. The tortured development of propertied society has brought us to the point where the self can be reharmonized with nature, society and itself. We can develop his or her human potentials to their fullest. Cutting cane or working in a machine tool factory remains toil.
Chained to the exigencies of commodity production, socialist society is organized according to the abstract laws of economics rather than the demands of human satisfaction and aesthetic delight. Socialist society, bound to the concept of efficiency, is arranged hierarchically — although it is doubtful that hierarchy is even efficient for the purposes of socialist production. Hierarchy, with its differential status and power, denies the individual full control over his or her daily life. Socialism, at least theoretically, alleviates the grosser injustices of capitalism. The survival necessities of life such as food, medicine and clothing are readily available and equitably distributed. At best, however, socialism attains a high degree of social justice, not of human freedom. For under socialism the concrete, existential, psychological individual does not control his or her daily life, and lacks the faculties or free time to cultivate his or her potentialities without external restraint.

If the theoretical conception of socialism entails a very limited vision of human actualization, the situation has been further exacerbated historically by the occurrence of “socialist” revolutions solely in underdeveloped countries. These revolutions have been primarily peasant revolutions which have occurred in underdeveloped, feudal societies. They are not “proletarian revolutions” in industrialized, capitalist countries. Given the material conditions that produced them
and the tasks which have faced them — primitive accumulation, national unification, etc — these revolutions more closely resemble classical bourgeois revolutions than socialist ones. The social systems that have developed in these countries can best be described as state capitalism.

Undoubtedly where “socialist” regimes have gained power, the material lot of the populations have been appreciably improved. But I cannot accept the notion that the best way to accomplish the tasks faced through central planning, hierarchy and the banning of all opposition. On the contrary, I maintain that workers’ control provides such great incentives that it is not only the most desirable, but also the most practical means for achieving, rather than creating in the first place, the new state which is allowed to form, in which opposing points of view are allowed dissemination will be more creative and productive. All opposition is not “objectively counter­ revolutionary.” (p. 129) Yet, of course, it is not socialist and a “bourgeois luxury.” The banning of all opposition indicates only one thing: a fear of the people.

Not only do “socialist” revolutions differ greatly from those we have seen in the advanced capitalist countries are fundamentally different from those that were thought to produce socialist revolution. It was believed that, due to its internal contradictions, capitalism would collapse when development outstripped the ability of that much of the development of technology which has occurred under capitalism would instead occur under socialism. This is why is not merely exploitation; for establishing human freedom, not merely social justice; for re-harmonizing humanity with nature, rather than completing the “conquest” of nature; for creating communism, not merely socialism; for establishing human freedom, not merely social justice; for re-harmonizing humanity with nature, rather than completing the “conquest” of nature; for creating communism, not merely socialism.

A scaled-down, ecological economy therefore requires transformation of human needs and values — literally, the creation of a new sensibility or consciousness. Unable to offer the “satisfaction” of false needs, post-scarcity society can only provide the fulfillment of true human needs. For most of us, our minds colonized by commodified society, could not even begin to appreciate the satisfaction of true needs. Herein lies much of the significance of our culture. It is beginning to explore and rediscover such basic human needs as community satisfaction. Herein lies the relevance of many of the historical anarchistic and utopian thinkers, such as Charles Fourier.

Although they did not have the historical means for realizing their visions, which we now do, they were among the few to explore seriously the possibilities of a society constructed to satisfy real human needs. Only the satisfaction of these needs without guilt or renunciation can end humanity’s war with itself, and nature. The American revolution must create a consciousness geared not to domination and aggression, but to harmony, reciprocity and pleasure, a truly ecological consciousness. With the completion of the pacification of nature and the end of the necessity of toil, the self can rediscover the natural world as a source of sustenance and delight, worthy of cultivation for its own sake. And in the community, the self can find a playground in which to explore its imaginative, erotic, and aesthetic potentials.

Now, having a very general idea of the possibilities posed by the American revolution, we can begin to see how, once we possess such a perspective, access to the more practical first time historically present. The very productive power which is destroying nature also offers the possibility of overcoming scarcity and removing the psychological motivation for domination of the natural world. A productive society must not be confused with a continuation of the abundance presently produced in the advanced capitalist world. It means a quantitative reduction in the absolute number of goods produced, as well as a qualitative transformation in the type of goods produced. It means production scaled down to real human needs rather than the inflated, false needs created by commodity relations. And it means an end to compulsive consumption as a substitute for human satisfaction.

How does communism differ from socialism? The most essential difference is that communism comprises the realm of freedom while socialism remains in the realm of necessity. Within the realm of necessity, the individual is forced to exist, primarily for the benefit of society and the state, both psychologically and economically. But the achievement of an essentially communist society — communism — results in an individual who enjoys material security, leisure and means to develop into the well-rounded person. The American movement had the opportunity to explore seriously the possibilities of a society constructed to satisfy real human needs. Only the satisfaction of these needs without guilt or renunciation can end humanity’s war with itself, and nature. The American revolution must create a consciousness geared not to domination and aggression, but to harmony, reciprocity and pleasure, a truly ecological consciousness. With the completion of the pacification of nature and the end of the necessity of toil, the self can rediscover the natural world as a source of sustenance and delight, worthy of cultivation for its own sake. And in the community, the self can find a playground in which to explore its imaginative, erotic, and aesthetic potentials.
Moreover, if the movement had had more of an historical and theoretical perspective, it would have realized that the Leninist party is primarily a tool for a coup d'état — not a popular revolution from below. And once again, because of their lack of historical knowledge, most radicals did not realize that there have been many alternative forms of organization and insurrection.

The Leninist party — which is nothing but the socialist state before gaining power — seizes power and runs the society, usually in the name of the people, to accomplish the goals of socialism, a function for which it was supremely tailored. The individual can practically return to work the morning after the insurrection, so to speak, remaining virtually untransformed and his or her own participation in the revolutionary process. In fact, this transformation, not the insurrection, is the real essence of the revolutionary process. Social justice can be decreed by a central committee, but “freedom . . . cannot be delivered as the “end product” of a “revolution” — much less a “revolution” achieved by social philistines who are hypnotized by the trappings of authority and power” (Bookchin, p.167). Freedom must be existentially appropriated by the self-conscious individual.

To those who, depressed by the impasse of the New Left or the recent disappointing behaviour of the Cuban and Chinese Governments as well of that of the Black Panther Party, have retreated from radicalism, we should like to quote from Max Horkheimer. Horkheimer, a founder of the Institute for Social Research, was confronted by a similar situation in Germany when the workers' movement was destroyed in the Thirties:

Those intellectuals who fully subordinate themselves to the psychological situation of the class which in itself appears to represent the force for transformation and change, are led to a professional optimism and to the euphoric sensation that they are tied to an immense power. When the latter suffers set-backs, many of these same intellectuals face the danger of falling into pessimism and nihilism that would be as unfounded as their optimism was. They cannot bear the fact that in particular periods it happens that the representatives of the most avant-garde, futuristic thought, thought which grasps the historical situation as its roots, are necessarily isolated and forced to rely on themselves.

The New Left, at one time, intuitively grasped the "historic" situation as its roots, but, unable to bring those intuitions to consciousness, was subverted by "the tradition of all the dead generations", and could not pursue its authentic role. Today the most "avant-garde" and "futuristic" elements are unconsciously contained within the counter-culture. The counter-cultures two fold revolutionary importance is the articulation of the dissatisfaction over the quality of life which permeates American society, and the prefiguring of the utopian solutions which are latent in the American productive apparatus. But unless these elements gain consciousness, the counter-culture may well suffer a fate similar to the movement's. I would suggest that the way to overcome the current impasse is to turn from the Third World, the Russian Revolution, or wherever we have let our despair carry us, and return to the American terrain to begin creating a radical enlightenment concerning the possibilities facing us. I can think of no better place to begin than with Post-Scarcity Anarchism.

*The staff and editors of OZ wish to protest against the flippant attitude of our art director towards Mandrax in the caption above. Mandrax are both addictive and dangerous, Claire Sargent.
MACHINES OF LOVING GRACE

A brief introduction for OZ readers into negative ionisation - the science of organic electronics
Ions are electrically charged particles in the atmosphere. Negative ions make you feel good.

Positive ions can make you feel awful.

The positive ion charge in the air can be felt just before a thunderstorm. The negative ion charge can be felt afterwards — when the air is fresh and fizzy.

The fact of ionisation has been known almost since the time electricity was discovered.

Electricity was discovered.

The positive ion charge in the air can be felt just before a thunderstorm. The negative ion charge can be felt afterwards — when the air is fresh and fizzy.

The fact of ionisation has been known almost since the time electricity was discovered.

Positive ions can make you feel awful.

Heavy traffic produces positive ions.

In a natural, healthy environment, there is usually a balance between positive and negative ions. In some choice places — on the tops of mountains, by waterfalls, in the desert when the wind whips the sand, and in some naturally occurring micro-climates — negative ions predominate. In these places one tends to feel clean, airy, competent, optimistic.

Pollution produces positive ions. Air-conditioning systems can produce positive ions.

Heavy traffic produces positive ions. Positive ions make you feel depressed, slow and heavy. They may make certain conditions, like asthma, worse.

Research results:

Two American scientists at Columbus, Ohio, found an increased learning and performance ability in rats exposed to ionised air. The effect was more pronounced in older rats than younger ones.

At Millun University, Jordan, Sokoloff and Gualtierotti found that mice exposed to negative ions required more ether for anaesthesia — and recovered faster. All the animals in this series showed a marked increase in activity since their exposure to ionised air.

Animal experiments recently published in Hungary showed that in a negatively ionised atmosphere “defensive” reactions to dangerous situations are learned significantly faster. What is more, the speed in discriminating between dangerous and safe situations is also increased in a negatively ionised atmosphere.

Clinical reports:

A doctor in Cologne reported 100 per cent success in treating 800 children for whooping cough. Half the children needed only three sessions of one hour each in a public ionisation clinic. A quarter needed up to ten sessions. The other quarter up to 16.

At the University Catolica, Argentina, studies in fear and anxiety used negative ionisation.

The research worker treated patients in sessions lasting for as little as 15 minutes at a time — and never more than two hours. After 10—20 sittings in a negatively-ionised room their symptoms disappeared entirely. Only 20 per cent failed to respond.

The doctor of a Meissen factory in Eastern Germany reported that he used negative ion therapy to help prevent the industrial disease of pneucoconiosis. He found that his patients slept better, had better appetites, and felt “on top”.

According to his report, patients were so impressed that they asked whether their friends and families could come along too. In seven months, the clinic had outgrown its original purpose as a pneucoconiosis institution for employees. The doctor now treats bronchial asthma, chronic bronchitis, children with whooping cough and even elderly people with emphysema and eczema. (Physicians attached to other mining companies have followed his lead. One of these doctors, at the time of this report’s publication, had treated 11,000 patients, and said that his patients reported relief “with monotonous regularity”.

Useful intelligence:

A British firm called Medion make negative ionisers. Their customers, who buy them for a variety of reasons, including the alleviation of asthma, bronchitis, hayfever and headaches, report 80 per cent success.

They also produce an ioniser for the motor-car. The electrical system of cars apparently makes them a breeding ground for positive ions. The negative ionisers are said to keep drivers fresh and alert on long journeys.

Ions and breathing:

No-one is sure why there are such remarkable effects on the respiratory tract in a negatively-ionised atmosphere. But experiments by Krueger and Smith at California University have demonstrated what happens. The bronchial tubes and trachea, or windpipe, are lined with tiny filaments called cilia. The cilia normally maintain a whip-like motion of about 500 beats a minute. Together with mucus, they keep our air passages free of dust and pollen.

Krueger and Smith exposed tracheal tissues to negative ions and found that the ciliary beat was speeded up to 1,200 a minute, and that the mucus flow was increased. (Doses of positive ions produced the reverse effect — the ciliary beat slowed down to 600 a minute or less and the flow of mucus was retarded).

Ionised air seems to have healing properties. Investigations by Medicon in Hungary showed a 70 per cent reduction in bacteria in a negatively ionised test chamber.

Dr. Igbo Kornblueh, the acknowledged authority in America on the use of ionised air for the motor-car. The electrical system of cars apparently makes them a breeding ground for positive ions. The negative ionisers are said to keep drivers fresh and alert on long journeys.

The key to this new and revolutionary approach seems to lie in the correction of the electrical tonus of the central nervous system. When this is accomplished, the bodily functions, fully equipped to provide balanced and progressive antidotes to disease, can operate effectively.

“Drug therapy, wonderful as it is, has tended to ‘take nature by force’, by attacking a specific organ condition and neglecting the total bodily requirement. It seems that we are now entering a new era in which man will make his greatest medical achievements by learning, in fact, to co-operate with nature in a new and surprising way.”

The effect of ionisation is subtle. Like going to a new climate for a holiday or cure, it may take several weeks before you begin to feel it.

The science is in its infancy.
ACUPUNCTURE

One of the basic differences between eastern and western medicine is that eastern medicine, of which acupuncture forms an integral part, is a philosophy of life, as well as a science. The western doctor, like the dentist, is little more than a technician, a body mechanic, well versed in repair and spare parts, but knowing relatively little about preventative as opposed to curative medicine.

The Dutch first introduced Western medicine to the east, and in Japan at least, the physicians of the ancient and classical school were relegated to a secondary place. In China, the effect of Western medicine was not so drastic, and now Peking has not only permitted Mr. Nixon his ridiculous TV junket, but has apparently decided to enrich us with freely given knowledge of one of its most time honoured and valuable discoveries.

James Reston, the journalist, widely publicised the extraordinary success of his post-operative acupuncture treatment, and on television recently I watched deaf and dumb Chinese children being treated with acupuncture needles with most encouraging results. The film continued with an operation on a woman for removal of an ovarian cyst. She lay back, fully conscious, several needles, electronically stimulated, protruding from meridian test points in her face. She felt no pain at any stage, and when the cyst was finally removed, felt only that a great weight had been taken from her body.

The following information is taken from Japanese Acupuncture by Dr. M. Hashimoto (Liveright Publishing Corporation, New York). Anyone interested in further reading should look at any of the books on acupuncture by Felix Mann.

The Nei Ching said: "The principle of Yin and Yang is the basic principle of everything in creation. It is the principle of the entire universe. It is the parent of every origin. Heaven was created by an accumulation of Yang the light element, while Earth was created by an accumulation of Yin, the dark element. Through their interactions and their functions, Yin and Yang, the negative and positive principles in nature, are the causes of diseases which befall those who are in rebellion against the laws of nature, or those who do not conform to them."

In the human body, the back is Yang, but the chest and abdomen are Yin, man's spirit is Yin, but his body is Yang. Man's viscera are Yin, but certain parts of his digestive system where nutritive and waste matter circulates, such as the colon and the small intestine, are Yang. Yin exists within Yang and vice versa. The active and passive principles are not merely an arbitrary division of energy, but they are the actual interplay between the elements. All is relative.

THE FIVE ELEMENTS.

All that exists within nature is divided into the Yin and the Yang, but there is a further division according to the five elements, which are Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and Water. For example, the liver, the gall-bladder, the eyes, the nails, tears and acids all are said to be under the first element, wood. The five elements are not independent but stand in an intimate correlation to each other, for each element has its opposite and each element governs and is in turn governed by another element. Thus at one time, they complement and at another they oppose each other.

ENERGY AND ITS ESSENCE.

The energy that is integral to the human body asserts itself as an essence. The mysterious powers of this essence work invisibly and exist within everything within the universe. It is the very cause of life itself. In a kidney, for example, it exists as the 'essence of the kidney'. In the circulating blood, it exists as the 'essence of the circulating blood'. It is this essence which sustains the body and causes it to move and live.

HYPERACTIVITY AND HYPOACTIVITY

These two terms represent polar extremes of disequilibrium within the body and its organs. If there is a disequilibrium in the energy of an organ, this will manifest itself either as an abnormal amount of energy, or as a deficiency of energy. In either case, this will be reflected in the nervous system and blood pressure. Any restoration of the organ must follow a course of adjustment until either the hyperactivity or the hypoactivity has been reduced to a normal equilibrium.

WARNING: Acupuncture is a medical science of the highest sophistication. Don't go sticking needles into your sick friends.
TSANG AND FU ORGANS.

Tsang organs are Yin, Fu organs are Yang. The six Tsang organs are; the liver, heart, spleen, lungs, kidneys and the heart constrictor. The six Fu organs are; the gall bladder, the small intestine, the stomach, the colon, the bladder and the tri- heaters (respiratory, digestive and reproductive systems).

THE CAUSE OF DISEASE.

Exterior causes — The Five Perverse Clim¬ates are responsible for exterior causes and the adverse effects they cause are divided into two categories. Kan is a condition of lesser intensity which results in such minor diseases such as a cold. Chu is of greater intensity, resulting in graver illness such as hemplegia.

Interior causes — these arise because of psychic stress generated by the Five Emotions. For instance, anger can be the cause of a disturbed liver; joy can be the cause of a cardiac affliction; anxiety and depression can be the cause of pulmonary lesions; grief can affect the spleen and fear can damage the kidneys. Illness is sometimes brought on through internal causes which are the product of external effects, i.e. illnesses produced from injudicious eating or drinking, an abuse of organic functions or overwork. Finally, there is the physical constitution of the individual which may be either positive or negative, hyperactive or hypoactive, with organs which themselves may be susceptible or resistant to disease.

THE MERIDIANS AND THEIR POINTS.

The meridians are the pathways along which flow the essence of vitality. The meridians are in direct relationship with such vital phenomena as growth, metabolism, nutrition or the organs or the nervous system. The acupuncture needle therapy is directed towards stimulating or depressing the energy in the meridians concerned. To do this, the disorder or dis¬equilibrium must be diagnosed and its cause located through a study of the 12 pulses. A Russian photographer called Kirlian has taken photographs in a high frequency electrical field, of the human aura, which shows this energy or essence flowing from certain points on these meridians. There are fourteen meridians, and a couple of examples follow: Meridian of the Colon: It commences at the tip of the index finger from where it mounts the outside of the arm, over the shoulder and the side of the neck to end at a point near the nose. The test point for the needle is on the upper forearm. The meridian of the Stomach: It commences on the face; the trajectory descends down the front of the thorax and abdomen, down the outer surface of the leg to end at the tip of the second toe. The test point is on the outside of the leg near the knee. The meridian of the Kidneys: It commences at the sole of the foot from where it mounts the length of the leg and thigh and the front of the abdomen and thorax to end at a point below the clavicle. The test point is located on the inside of the leg above the ankle. Disease is reflected by the condition of the meridians, that is to say whether or not the meridian is plus or minus. A couple of examples of the various diseases for the conditions of the meridians follow:

Meridian of the Spleen: (Yin maximum). Minus: Craving for sweets, dullness in the legs, memory failing, sleepy during the day flatulence. Plus: Appetite variable, body feels dull, desire to lie down and rest.

Meridian of the Kidneys: (Yin minimum). Minus: Lack of will, lack of sexual impulses and lack of positivity. Uneasy, timid, impatient, fearful, coldness in lower limbs. Plus: Colour of urine dark brown, energy abnormally intensive, cannot stop working.

DIAGNOSIS

There are four main methods — examination by sight, by auscultation, by verbal interrogation, and by palpation and pulse taking.

1) Sight: Examination is based on appearance of patient, with special emphasis on the Five Colours and the Five Senses. The Five Colours are:

- Blue — Liver, gall bladder.
- Red — Heart, small intestine.
- Yellow — Spleen, stomach.
- White — Lung, colon.
- Black — Kidney, bladder.

The Five Senses are:

- Sight, eyes — Liver, gall bladder.
- Taste, tongue — Heart, small intestine.
- Tactile, lips — Spleen, stomach.
- Smell, nose — Lungs, colon.
- Hearing, ears — Kidneys, bladder.

Any change in the function of the Five organs of Sense can be directly attributed to a change in one of the body organs. For instance, a disease of the eyes stands in direct relationship to the innervation of the liver and the gall bladder.

2) Auscultation: The Five Vocal expressions must be carefully listened to and are as follows:

- Shouting — Liver, gall bladder.
- Speaking — Heart, small intestine.
- Singing — Spleen, stomach.
- Crying — Lungs, colon.
- Groaning — Kidneys, bladder.

Shouting is indulged in generally by those persons of an irritable character who like to order other persons about. They are usually arrogant and are likely to suffer from liver and gall bladder disorders. Those who speak too much and without pause and those persons who stutter have a propensity towards heart disfunction. Those who have a weak spleen or stomach often love to hum a song. Those with fine singing voices have a well-conditioned spleen and stomach. Those who cry easily are susceptible to pulmonary troubles or already have them. Groans are emitted from the kidneys. Yawning and snoring are also related to the kidneys.

The Five Odours: These must also be noted during an examination of the patient and are as follows:

- Rancid — Liver, gall bladder.
- Scorched — Heart, small intestine.
- Fragarant — Spleen, stomach.
- Rotten — Lungs, colon.
- Putrid — Kidney, bladder.

The Five Senses:

- Tears — Liver.
- Sweat — Heart.
- Lymph — Spleen.
- Mucus — Lungs.
- Saliva — Kidneys.

The Five Emotions:

- Anger, irritability, restlessness, instability — Liver.
Joy, excessive laughter — Heart.
Worry, emotional tension, depression — Spleen.
Grief, negativism — Lungs.
Fear, timidity, easily surprised — Kidneys.

The Five Perverse Climates:
Wind is unfavourable to the liver. Brings propensity to illness which affects the ligaments.
Heat is unfavourable to the heart. Brings propensity to illnesses which affect the arteries.
Moisture is unfavourable to the spleen. Brings propensity to illnesses which affect the muscles.
Dryness is unfavourable to the lungs. Brings propensity to illnesses which affect the skin and hair.
Cold is unfavourable to the kidneys. Brings propensity to illnesses which affect the bones.

3) INTERROGATION
The usual doctor's questions.

4) PALPATION DIAGNOSIS
These are of the highest importance and sophistication, although too detailed to cover here. The pulse examination should coincide with that of the meridians.

TREATMENT.
The most fundamental law of oriental medicine is the Great Law of Pu-Hsieh: "Supply energy to where it is lacking, and calm the energy when it is in excess." This means that when the meridian energy is minus it must be augmented, and when it is plus, it must be calmed not dissipated.

The stainless steel acupuncture needles are mostly inserted only to a depth of one tenth of an inch at the various crucial test points on the correct meridians, and are left in position or manipulated until the patient's pulses have been normalised.

"There is no disease when the pulses are normal." They must all be restored to a state of equilibrium. When this has been achieved, the treatment is terminated.

Beginners in the art of acupuncture should limit themselves to inserting needles in those parts located only on the chest, the abdomen and the four limbs. The fewer points which have to be used, the better. The length of time the needles are left in, i.e., the dosage, depends on the states of the pulses. Usually, the more serious the disease, the longer the needles are left in place.
Faced with a short, stark future, Leon Moroni reflects on a long bleak past: his 14 years as a delivery boy—the day Maxine walked into his life—the shy, prolonged courtship—marriage and a new job—2 happy years as a shoe clerk—followed by 8 lousy years of watching the younger clerks capture all the promotions...

Then Maxine's grieving—his six knee knocking requests for a raise—

The violent arguments at home after each refusal—

The dismissal slip that accompanied this morning's pay envelope—retching in the store's restroom before turning in his shoe horn—
THE BAR ON THE WAY HOME AND THE DRUNKEN BRAWL WITH MAXINE~

ONE!

THE SLAP! MAXINE’S HURRIED PACKING ~

THE SLAM OF THE FRONT DOOR ~

TWO

THE DISCOVERY OF THE HALF-FORGOTTEN PISTOL AND BOX OF OLD SHELLS IN THE OPEN BUREAU DRAWER ~

REQUESTING THIS ROOM ~

THE ROOM WHERE THEY CONSUMMATED THEIR...

FIVE!

BY GUM, I WON!

ROTEN TIME FOR A STREAK OF LUCK! — NEED A DRINK BEFORE ANOTHER SPIN.

THE AIMLESS WANDERING THROUGH THE STREET ~

CHECKING INTO THE HOTEL ~ THEIR HONEYMOON HOTEL ~

THAP!

FOUR

HANDS SHAKING SO—

I CAN HARDLY HOLD—

MUST— WHA??!!

FAM!

MAXINE!

OH, LEON! THANK GOD I’VE FOUND YOU IN TIME!
O.K. Gang! There's a lesson to be learned from this yarn! When you're plinking in your room or back yard with your zip or gat, always be sure to use your old ammo first. A box of out-of-date ammo often contains a few duds and sometimes, as in Leon's case, a "delayed-fire" round. Yep, Leon actually lost that fifth try—just took a while for the powder to properly ignite!—well, at least ol' Leon won't be lonely where he's going—Maxine'll be there—waiting with open arms.

Aw, Baby! I don't know what happened! You should've never hooked up with a lose like me.

That's him, Officer. Drop th' Roscoe, punk!

Huh? Sob!

Save it for th' Judge, Mac!

An open and shut case if I ever saw one.

Yeh, this is one joker what's gonna fry for sure.

—Then I looked in th' door an' saw th' drunk shoot th' lady with my own eyes. Gonna take my pitcher.
Pink Fairies

WHAT A BUNCH OF SWEETIES
A TASTY NEW ALBUM

BEST FILM · BEST DIRECTOR
— N.Y. Film Critics’ Awards.

STANLEY KUBRICK’S
Clockwork Orange

NOW SHOWING Warner West End
Leicester Sq. 439 0791
Projs. 12.10 2.10 5.40 8.30
Fridays & Saturdays 11.20pm
Sundays 2.10 5.10 8.00
NO ONE WILL BE ADMITTED AFTER THE FILM STARTS (AT 25 SHS £0.50 MAX)
LINK, Info/Advice/Referral Service, 24 Hastings Street, Leicester. Leicester 22254
Monday—Friday 1pm — 5pm.
Monday and Thursday 8.30 pm — 10.30 pm.
Saturday 10 am. — 12 am.
We provide crashpad facilities, doctors, housing contacts etc. The community house we share provides a home for Claimants Union, Gay Lib and Women's Lib Groups and also a small food co-op and coffee bar.

OHM, 5 Beacon Terrace, Cambourne, Nr. Redruth, Cornwall. 020 92 4472.
OHM gives free info and legal aid. We have a crash pad to accommodate passing travellers for the night and run a Claimants Union. Watch out for our forthcoming concerts and come the winter we will be starting a Film Club for heads.

WHITE LIGHT, 119 Chetwynd Road, London NW5. 267 0133
We help people find both temp and permanent work, advise on legal, domestic and any other hang-ups you have. We have a crash pad for those wanting a place to sleep for one night (please think of us if you have any spare blankets). We also need drivers (own vans) and anyone who wishes to offer their services and/or donations as the organisation is just starting to get together.

CHECK, c/o University Settlement, 2 Nile Street, Liverpool L1 7AF. 051 709 4811.
CHECK offers advice, information and action on welfare rights, the law etc. Although we cannot actually take legal action we can do everything short of this, including introductions to sympathetic solicitors. We are interested in causes and problems and involved in long term analysis research and pressure. We are available 8 am — 2 am.

GAY LIBERATION FRONT, 5 Caledonian Road, Kings Cross N1. 01 837 7174.
The GLF is a group of radical homosexuals who are fighting for their own life style against a shitty system. It helps get people to come out and realise the potential of their own natures. Meetings and social functions are held in London and the provinces.

BIT BY BIT, 7 Victoria Road, Brighton. 0273 27878.
BIT BY BIT is located at Open, the vegetarian restaurant which supports us. We run a 24 hour emergency service which assists with bail, solicitors, doctors, and any sex, marital or VD problems you may have. We also have a crashpad for emergency one-night stays and the Brighton food co-operative is run from here. You may also use our address as a PO Box.

WHY THE EAGLE'S NEVER HIT THE CLOUDS,
White Panther Party UK.
The White Panther Party is a revolutionary organisation dedicated to building a new man, new woman, and new world. For further information, the following is obtainable: 10 point programme (6 page leaflet) free, please send SAE., and CHAP- TER No 2 — White Panther Party mag, 10p plus 3p p&p. Write to: Abbey Wood Chapter, White Panther Party UK, Central Co-ordination, Box 5, 1 Conference Road, Abbey Wood, London SE2.

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES,
152 Camden High St., London, N.W.1.
A lot of people talk about your civil liberties, but NCCL does something about them. The only permanent and independent organisation in Britain working to protect and extend all our civil liberties. We are financed solely by subscription and donations. If you value your liberty, join the NCCL and join in its work.
'I've never really stopped to consider our place in contemporary music. We've never put our music alongside anyone else's to see the difference. We play what we believe in and hope others will enjoy it.'

Keith Emerson
If, if, if, if...

"If I used the other road back from Baalbek instead of the one through Zahle, there would be no roadblock there and I would have made it."

"Fuck Lebanon! If it wasn't for the war in Pakistan you see, plans were to go to Kabul and then get out from Karachi, but we had to change at the last moment... shit!"

"There had to be a tip-off, they were waiting for me, man. Soon as I parked the car at the customs-house, five customs men came up and one of them went straight for the tank, tapping with his knuckles. 'Hashish? You have hashish here?' Sure, the mothers knew already. You dig, the way it works is if the dealer or the farmer who sold you the dope tips off the customs, they'll sell his hash back to him at a cut rate, or give him a small percentage of the customs fine, or both. If the informer is somebody else, like you think it was the hotel clerk, then he gets a reward."

"I've made seven trips before and everything worked out okay. I had this arrangement with a customs man, paying him 50 dollars for every kilo I carried. But this time he suddenly asked me for 100, and I got pissed off and told him I'm not going to pay. So he busted me. Fuck man, if I had kept my cool and paid... But when he told me to pay double I couldn't give in to the bloodsucker!"

"If only my stupid partner didn't leave the hotel's name when he mailed the parcel at Beirut Express!... Beirut Express is a definite bust, man."

If, if, if, if...

Some months ago, the United Nations Committee on Drug Abuse, or something like that, asked Lebanon — among other countries — to stop cannabis cultivation. Lebanon absolutely refused, stating that cannabis is its number one national product. People say all important families, politicians, strongmen etc. have something to do with the product. Cultivation is centred around Baalbeck, a major tourist spot because of its impressive ancient ruins. Tons of hashish leave the country by ship from private sea-side estates to the west, or by camel caravans to Syria, Jordan and even Egypt. This trade cannot be touched.

"If I used the other road back from Beirut, I would have made it."

"I couldn't pay. So he busted me. Fuck man, if I had kept my cool and paid... But when he told me to pay double I couldn't give in to the bloodsucker!"

"If only my stupid partner didn't leave the hotel's name when he mailed the parcel at Beirut Express!... Beirut Express is a definite bust, man.

"If, if, if, if..."

The shithouse...the only privacy

ing they are without proof or legitimacy — are submitted to the courts and informers don't have to show up in court. A good defence carries no weight — only private connections between a lawyer and the people at the top may work. Judges sentence 20-30 people in 15 minutes by raising three fingers and announcing "Three years". Lawyers are useless. They are often successful in taking away all your money, sometimes writing to your home address and asking for more. Going to trial can take five, six months; with postponements — for reasons like "the judge was ill" or "the arresting officer didn't come" — up to one year; and there's a three month court recess during summer months.

After being moved about for 2-3 days from jail to jail — customs, army, police, court cells, all stinking holes — you are brought here by taxi which you have to pay for yourself. You are taken to a covered yard, what they call a 'veranda', where you are stripped and thoroughly searched from the seams of your clothes to your mouth and asshole. All photographs of females are torn to pieces; wives, sisters, girl-friends — maybe mothers too? All metal objects, even trouser claps, are torn off with pincers. Belts, shoe-laces, ties, and all medicines are of course forbidden. If you wear glasses, they are taken and you will maybe get them back after a few days of requests. All this 'work' is done by some greasy trustee under the observation of a guard. If you have anything of value — a chain and cross or locket, for example — or anything nice like a good pair of shoes or a leather jacket, the trustee will take them saying they are mamous, and if you ask for them later you'll find that they are lost forever.

With whatever items of clothing they let you keep, you are led to a dark barred entrance in one of the cell blocks, from where a continuous racket of screamed announcements and answers from the cells will blast your eardrums. This noise will be with you every day from six in the morning to five in the evening; you'll get used to it. The dark corridor has six black metal doors on each wall. Another trustee will yank one open and let you in with your bundle asking you "hubbly-bubbly?ubbly-bubbly?"). Fifty to sixty men will turn to look at you. The walls of the cell are loaded with clothing and bags hanging from ropes made of strips of useless clothing, and are lined with beddings of blankets — soon you'll learn that they are called wall spaces — which leave a corridor of dirty concrete floor. At the other end is a dirty doorway to a sloppy narrow room with a sink and a leaky faucet and garbage, and another door, covered with a wet blanket, gets you to the toilet, which is a hole in the floor. In the room there is a wall of shelves where the prisoners put their food, everything in plastic containers and buckets. There are two barred windows to the corridor and four to the outside, all high up.

A young woman, rather homely, comes every Monday afternoon — except when she doesn't come — representing the Lebanese Red Cross. Prisoners who want something — Receipt of a parcel, contacting of an embassy, processing of some documents — put up their names the day before and they are called out to the yard together, then one by one talk with the woman. Most guys put their names down either to get out of the cell for half an hour of open air, or just to gape at the woman.

Last time she was here, the sergeant passed by with an arab prisoner and a guard, talking to the prisoner in a friendly tone and slamming him on the back. They went into a door nearby, a room where pillows, old mattresses and suitcases are kept. Pretty soon screams of pain came out of that room. The Red Cross woman, continuing at her work with the foreigners, put on a smile of embarrassed knowledge. After five
minutes of screams, the sergeant came out, his face flustered, carrying a length of thick entwined rope. Then two guards dragged out the crying prisoner and dumped him into a stone water-trough. His feet were crimson red and swollen; sobbing, he dunked them into the water.

*****

If you want to see a doctor he's there once a week, but not every week. If you're suddenly ill, you might get an aspirin, if you ask for it repeatedly. You have to ask the Leb in the cell, and the Leb in the corridor and the sergeant when he makes the daily count at 4.30 p.m.

This inspection they call staadek and everybody has to get all the wet clothes of the lines crossing the cell, put slippers under the blankets, line up in twos and wait, sometimes for a quarter of an hour. When the sergeant comes, accompanied by a guard, he makes the round of the room, counting under his breath with his tiny eyes half-closed and his pointed moustache bristling. Then he will stop in front of the cell's charroush — that's the prisoner responsible for order. In the foreigners' cell, the job is filled by a big American Negro, stronger than anybody else. So, about once a month, for some private or ridiculous reason he will slightly beat up one of the prisoners. He plays a double role of protector of his cell-mates and lackey of the prison authorities with the accent on the latter. The sergeant will ask him "How much Jameses?" and the man will answer in arabic, giving the number of prisoners present. Then the sergeant will say "Bravo, Jameses!" Every day the same; every single day.

*****

The intelligence level is pretty low. Prisoners talk about sports cars, yachts, thousands of dollars. Their stories are fantasies, made up just for the benefit of the others. In-trigue and cell politics are ruthless, back-stabbing, beastly. Sometimes attempts at serious activity are made. A penniless Dane with glasses, living parasitically off his neighbour in the cell, made statistics on pre-trial time, expenses on lawyers, food; he argues that everybody should fire their lawyers! Then begs a banana from the guy next to him. Somebody else proposes that if a man is arrested for a crime in a foreign country he should just be thrown out and never let back; the more countries he is arrested in, the more restricted his traveling will be. And if he commits a crime in his own country, then only can he be imprisoned.

*****

An American comes up to another lying in his bed of blankets. "Sir! All comic books present and accounted for, Sir!"

*****

A German comes out of the toilet. "Shit! Who's been using the plates we eat from to wash his ass with? Shit, man!"

*****

Shower time is another "outside activity". Groups of 16 are taken to the showers about 100 yards away from the blocks, and wash frantically for five minutes in small, slimy stalls. If it's raining you get two extra showers, one on the way there waiting for the previous group to finish, and one when you've finished, waiting for your group to gather and start back. Some of the stalls have rotted wooden doors. Whoever gets one of them has the advantage to be able to masturbate under the hot water instead of washing.

*****

"Mister Mahmout, in Holland I meet made-moiselle with big car. She said she's engaged but she'll show me places in Amsterdam. Very good-looking girl. We go to nightclubs, whisky, champagne. I want to fuck but she doesn't want. After we reach her house, she say this is where I live. I grab her when we are out of the car, but she kick me here... Owww! So she goes away. Then I don't go to her house but another night I go to a discotheque and she's there. I have hashish with me, Mister Mahmout, many pieces in all my pockets. She's very beautiful, Mister Mahmout, and much money. She says 'Hello George; you're not angry I hurt you last time?' 'No, I was a bad boy. I was wrong to do that. You want a drink?' She says 'Tea' 'OK', I put hashish in her tea. 'How much sugar?' I put a piece in her glass with the sugar. In five minutes, ha-ha, she starts laughing. I put another piece in more tea, stir it. She's so high. I take her, put her in the car, vrooom! I go not to house; in the trees. I fuck, boom, boom,boom, three times, six times. Then she's asleep, I take her necklace, all jewelry, I take lots of money from her bug, rings, watch... Very good, Mister Mahmout. Then I sell them. One with red diamonds, 2,000 dollars. Other jewels and everything, 5,000 dollars. I could get much more but I wanted to get rid of these things." "George... This is very bad. God-dammit!" "Nooo, Mister Mahmout, das ist sehr gut! Mister Mahmout, when we get out of here, we have machine guns, go to a bank in Beirut, boom-boom, we take all the money, and then go to Casablanca, Rolls Royces, sixty girls... hmm, das ist sehr gut!"

*****

"Mister Mahmout! Guter schlaf!" George Bulziev, or Bullshit to his cellmates, a 27-year-old runaway Bulgarian gets a plastic cup of coffee from Mister Mahmout and letting go a fart, lowers himself on the blanket.

*****

The two greatest values in the room are "wall space" and coffee. Wall space belongs to the senior prisoners; the rest roll up their bedding in the morning and spread it out at night, covering every inch of floor. The last senior man gets a wall space next door to the "kitchen" where he's Epilectic fit in the corridor
always getting all the dust, the garbage, and the smells from the shit house. Arguments about wall space flare up occasionally and taking away a man's wall space by the charoush, is used for intimidation or as a punishment.

Coffee comes first thing in the morning and the men buy great quantities to drink through the day, heating it with a makeshift mamnoua heating apparatus. Arguments and bickering about coffee go on all the time. It's stolen, traded, lost, borrowed, heated, poured, spilled. For some of these people it's the only thing to talk about. There was even a disturbance when the whole cell got fired up and wanted to submit a large number of complaints because the captain and the shop wanted to limit the coffee to three cups a day per person. The whole thing crumbled when the captain took two men out of the room and withdrew the restriction. It's now referred to as "the coffee revolution."

Nerves are always frayed, laughter and fun are forced, the only privacy is in the toilet; even there after 2-3 minutes at the most, somebody will want to use it. If you go there in the small hours, you get a chance to see some large rat crawl out of the hole between your legs.

When the bell rings for "taps" at 9 p.m., the prisoners go into an agitated rush to fix their beds and get something to eat from the shelves. After they're through, the roaches make their rounds among the crumbs, the spilled sugar and soup; and later, when everybody is asleep, they'll crawl over the prisoners.

Some men will read for an hour or go on playing poker for cigarettes, although all games are mamnoua. Some nights you hear machine guns and rifle shots nearby. The lights, two weak bulbs high up on the wall, are always on. If you wake up in the middle of the night, you may catch Hans or Mario, or Whisky a Gogo, his aliases — the 45 year old German smuggler with the domineering wife, a slimy con-man, sneaking about stealing addresses from others' notebooks.

In the night, there is screaming and much commotion in the corridor. Loud angry guards' voices and whimpering and crying. An older kid from the other cell tries to kill himself by swallowing a boxful of Kleenex. The guards push him down the corridor to take him out to the infirmary. The boy crawls along choked by the tissue papers that he's got crammed down his throat.

A few days ago a diabetic, who wasn't given his daily shot of insulin, died in the night in another cell. They called the guards; they rolled him up in a blanket and left him in the "kitchen" next to the garbage baskets till morning, while the cell went back to sleep.

The sleeping room looks like something out of a science-fiction nightmare. The floor is covered with prisoners rolled up in blankets, mindless monstrous larvae in their cocoons. Here and there they twist with slow sluggish movements and fart and cough.

May 1972.
Can a young guy who went through truly incredible "Changes" and made it all "Hunky Dory" ever find true happiness as a "Starman"?

THE RISE AND FALL OF ZIGGY STARDUST AND THE SPIDERS FROM MARS

"If they are still putting phonograph records in time capsules, then we would like to recommend the new Bowie for inclusion. David's latest full-scale invasion of the mind is the telling saga of a rock and roll star's trek through a garden of unearthly delights. The songs are uniformly brilliant and the production by Bowie and Ken Scott is virtually flawless. It is an electric age nightmare. It is a cold hard beauty. It's another example of the shining genius of David Bowie. An album to take with you into the 1980's."

- Cash Box May 27th '72

On July 8th
David Bowie appears at The Royal Festival Hall in aid of the Friends of the Earth

THE RISE AND FALL OF ZIGGY STARDUST AND THE SPIDERS FROM MARS
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The Family of Man is a fact. Every man is himself, every one else is his brother and every man is his brother's keeper. In this case "to keep" is not to possess but to care for, to watch over and to nourish. This is universal brotherhood.

But although we were all created equal at the beginning of Eternity, are we still being born equal with all that individual karma which has gone on since? Are we identical twins? Universal brotherhood sounds fraternal. And if we are all born equal, why the taboo on judging each other? Is it a prejudice to say "nobody's really different"? Are all brothers twin-brothers?

Aquarius is mainly under the rulership of Uranus; the Initiator, Planet of Genius and the super-conscious Great Flash which comes to the stormy mind like sudden lightning, giving little time for the unprepared to see all that it shows, being impressed only by what he happens to be staring at when the flash comes. To the uninitiate this way of thinking doesn't seem very scientific yet most of scientific progress moves on the impulsive of the Aquarian insight.

The Eleventh Sign is the Sign into which the solar system is currently taking almost a couple of centuries to back into. The symptoms are so obvious as to be laughable. Like the popular use of the terms "man" and "brother" like the superscience and the communists, and the electronic music, and a long etcetera.

Saturn is also a strong part of Aquarius and Saturn is constancy, precision, authority, discipline and form. We must change the old concepts of brotherhood without breaking them. The 11th House of a horoscope is traditionally called the House of Friends and Aspirations. Through the amalgamation and welding processes associated with the Eleventh Sign, we can see the 11th House becoming the House of Group Movement.

And, speaking of family affairs; there is also a birth taking place in the Family right now. The vanguard of the 6th Subrace is incarnating at this time. And "6" is the Kabbalistic Number of the Sun. The Subrace was announced by the entry into Aries of the Planet Uranus in 1927 on April Fool's Day. The 11th House of Aquarius corresponds to the Planet Uranus, which, is in, 1969, halfway around in Libra -- another Air Sign and therefore compatible to Aquarius.

The Aquarian Way, the way of true Brotherhood is to work in direct communication with each other, co-ordinating their projects with no ego interference, each contributing to the others for the good of the entire Family.

The glyph of Aquarius, originally composed of three parallel waves was the old Egyptian symbol for water and was pronounced moo as in Mu; lost continent of the Pacific.

The Aquarian expression of love is quite different from that of Leo, the polar opposite. Leo governs the heart and it is directly from the heart that the compassion of Leo comes; indiscriminate, warm, and personal. Although Leo relates to every one without qualification; the expression is intense and personal or at least it seems that way to the recipient. Aquarius, however, relates to humanity as a whole, impersonally and with reason.

Within the Family of Man the friends from the Eleventh are champions of individual freedom and equality of opportunity. They do not wish to be left alone but they do want to be left free. Along with the Fire Signs (Aries, Leo and Sagittarius) Aquarius is a great liberator of the human spirit, the great leveler and status-buster.

B-flat, violet, bright stars, rain-bearing clouds, uranium, electricity piranhas, Ibis, Gospel of St John, oratory, five, six, seven of Swords, The Star of Tarot, aviation, psychology, electronics, pitchers and urns.

Pisces has a few important and interesting characteristics necessary to make spiritual evolution between reincarnations. However, there is little about the Last Sign which relates to life on this planet, and to scrape together what is appropriate and then to try to fill out a whole Zodiacal Sign with it verges on the absurd and useless. Pisces is seldom, if ever, aware of anything in terms of simple physical reality. Certain Piscean aggressions such as sympathetic intuition and spiritual refinement are vital to humanity as a whole and appear in all the Signs to a certain extent but they hardly justify an entire Sign; a Sign with no practical attributes at all. Surely no Sign should cost the others more than it's worth! And yet — the great gate of the Twelfth (Piscean) Mansion of Heaven is written: "All the major decisions of life are easy if we place no other God before Him".

The ignorant and the proud, of course, miss this one completely; the former thinking God to be a conception of man and the latter unable to accept anything beyond one's own ability to understand or agree. Pisces, being the last Sign, is closest to the Source and therefore knows best about such things.

Pisces is the High Sign, the most spiritually sensitive, the one whose consciousness is most likely to be irreparably distorted by strong or violent drugs. And as the natural law and order here on Earth is beginning to pass from a Piscean to an Aquarian Age, one of the more obvious symptoms is the spectacle of trying to impose the old upon the new through anti-drug legislation and attitude.

Pisces knows without having to be told the spiritual is the most real and the material is the most unreal. Truth is an experience of the soul, not a conclusion of the brain. Pisces cannot be tricked by outward appearance or actions. Pisces sees your soul. How does that feel?

The tortoise is one of the animals corresponding to the last sign. The story behind the race between the turtle and the rabbit, which the turtle won, is a story of the difference between living esoterically and living exoterically represented by the hare. This is a part of the Piscean Mystery, that "God is a spirit and must be worshipped in spirit and in truth". "The turtle wins".

Not to understand it is to be on the outside looking in.

The Children of the Twelfth Sign are consciously aware of the reality of the spirit. Which is the beginning of knowing what's really going on. And that's the meaning of "hip": to know what's really going on. It includes much more than the occult, although it is still very esoteric.

Eventually each of us will be confronted with the conscious awareness of all that was, is and shall be. It is said we don't live through it. It is also said that this is the beginning of everlasting life.

Unless imitation is to be considered an individualism in itself, the Twelfth Zodiacal Category is composed entirely of unmanifest likenesses of the other Eleven.

In terms other than those of the Zodiacal Categories of the Incarnation there is, of course, much to say. However the point of this whole conversational series is the direct application of the relationship of the Esoteric to the Exoteric through the Signs of the Zodiac.

But here is a Sign of which such comments cannot be made. Earthly evolution has not yet reached the place where the inner meaning of Pisces is applicable to tangible existence.
**ARIES**

High in the head of Aries person is an awareness of a certain responsibility which drives them through life at a burning pace and sometimes consumes him in its own fire. Each sign is in itself a reason for being alive on earth. The reason for being born in the Sign of Aries is a compound responsibility to be right, to be first, and to know oneself.

The responsibility for being right is tremendous, especially in a world which questions the very existence of who a person is between right and wrong. Aries considers this question a search for an excuse for being wrong. Born "to be right" as their function on earth, they regard being wrong as an intolerable sin. Of course, knowing this or feeling this way, they need no one to point it out to them or remind them of it. And since Aries is the Sign whose function is to be right, Aries people are more likely to be right more often than the rest of us.

Also, since Aries is the Sign governing the head, the more intelligent the Aries is, the less likely he is to be wrong. An unfortunate mistake of some Arians is to assume all this and go by their behaviour and attitudes which we consider wrong. We complain that they talk about themselves too much. If you had one short life chance you got. You might hope they talk about others and by the reactions of those to whom you talk. Aries instinct to create and to be the originator of ideas, to think of it first, to break deadlocks. Our friends from Aries are here to be right. Aries people are more likely to be right more often than the rest of us.

Those who care for ancient traditions, and can see the head of a ram in the astrological glyph for Aries, which looks like a capital Y with downward curling "horns". Also to be seen are the leaflets of a sprouting seed, any eruption or the rising upward of spring fountains.

Any red flower is associated, the geranium being very strong. Will power is the related state of mind and the physical sense of sight is also involved with Aries.

East is the direction associated and the motive is mental impulse. Aries is the ruling sign of England, Syria, Germany, Israel, and West Poland. Three important stars of Aries are: Difda at 2 degrees 9 minutes, with a Mercurio-Saturn influence, Alpheratz 13 degrees 51 minutes, Venus-Jupiter influence, and AlPheng at 26 degrees 31 minutes Jupiter-Saturn.

Stars themselves are temporarily activated by the close presence (within three degrees) of a passing planet. They are important on a personal horoscope only if they conjunct a planet at birth. Then again it takes a passing planet to activate it after that. This temporary activation of a star is like the brief bright flare of a striking match, compared with the continuous, though flickering, light of a planet and of course planetary light is reflected sunlight.

On the twelve tonal scale the note of Aries is C. The colour is red, first bend of the rainbow, Tarot Trump is number 4, the Emperor, who is called Son of the Morning. Corresponding Hebrew letter is Heh, second and fourth letter of the unspeakable name of God. Aries is also called the General, the Conqueror. The associated archangel is called the Prince of Strength and Courage.

**TAURUS**

The pillars of creation are the Fixed Signs, and of them Taurus is the most down into earth. Taurian people understand and appreciate the divine grace of that which lasts. "Upon this rock will I build my church", said the Rock. When the rock is a Taurian image, the firm foundation upon which can be built a vehicle of ideas. Aries represents the first of the four pillars, the one which must hold while the others are being set in place.

Uncertainty is unhealthy for Taurian and insecurity delays their growth. The rest of us can help by providing as much stability as we naturally can as a medium for them to work in. We can accept their material orientation and get out of the way while they attract and build an enduring situation of visible security which they do better than anyone else. Then, when they have done that, the highly evolved Taurians continue to build on into the invisible, this being also an intuitive and a psychic sign. Many are (at least potentially) clairaudient, that is their hearing is not restricted by time or space.

Love and beauty are the keywords of Venus, the planet which rules Taurus and Libra. Through these two signs are born some of the most beautiful and loving people. They do exceptionally well as a partner, (perhaps they need to learn) but usually through the palm of their hand. Of the half-dozen similar versions of the traditional Tarot cards usually seen today, all show much Taurus in the fifth Major Card called the Hierophant, as well as the King of Pentacles of the Minor Cards.

Red-orange, O-flat, the sense of hearing, cooper, and a certain kind of obedience; all are related to Taurus in a very high way, perhaps a sacred way. The Hierophant has been called Revealer of Sacred Things.
The key to the human situation is said to be held by the Gemini. The Twins have the answer, according to man in the old schools. They also bring controversy and double premise. The third sign seems to affect people in particular more deeply and completely than any other house of the zodiac. This is the sign where people with nothing in Gemini will still manifest the characteristics of the sign if they are born with a third house Sun and a strong Mercury. Gemini is so involved with people that it can be the most superficial of the life forms on earth.

The Lovers card of the Tarot Trumps corresponds to Gemini. Most versions illustrate a male and a female figure below and an angelic figure above. The man is looking over at the woman and she is looking up at the angel while the angel is relating to both. Such are the facets of those born in the third sign.

The double purpose of the Geminnian incarnation is to manifest an idea of heaven on earth and to reflect to others their higher (spiritual) selves. This is the message from Quicksilver, ruler of the sign. The further they are from this service, the more nervous our mercurial friends become.

Gemini is the sign of message and Virgo is the sign of service. Mercury is usually seen with a winged cap and winged shoes. Astrologically he is the front office of the mind, the reasoning process, sense perception, the nervous (message) system of the physical vehicle.

With all of this to cover Gemini people are the busiest we will ever meet. They are over worked, over worked, overworked, over stressed, over caffeinated, it just very difficult to see the whole person at any given time. They are moving so fast it's hard to keep track of them. We can do them a favour by not trying and by not insisting that the "real" person step forward.

A Gemini in his highest place knows that man lives not on earth only. At some point sooner or later in the incarnation he is presented with a showdown and must make a choice of the body or the spirit; one or the other must be known as more real.

As part of some of the ancient initiations of orders of churches the aspirant chooses a heavenly bride of the world and marries his order. A Gemini person whose life is based on the reality of the body or of the spirit. And here may be the key to man's situation: Human nature made the choice long ago. How do we like the world which resulted? And could we imagine a world as an extremely more desirable place to be than it is?

The lore of the Tarot and of the ancient Rabbis teaches that Adam was sent to the garden of Eden to have speech and to give to everything a name. This naming of everything is part of the heritage of Gemini through the sign of the mind, the intellect, reason and speech.

This is the sign of the Mother. That's why a Cancer incarnation is extremely difficult for most males. It's difficult enough to express masculinity through water, the sign of the Mother is the most difficult of all. By the opposite side of the same token Capricorn is said to be the most difficult sign through which to incarnate as a person whose life is based on heaven on earth.

Water is that which washes and is the universal solvent. Water lubricates and it also freezes. Water cycle, emotional cycle, menstrual cycle, spring, tides and the moon. Water people and watery people relate in consciousness through association, impressions and internal responses. Their ways do not include information usable to those who demand facts and reasons. They do not add 2 and 2, they sympathize and understand. They do not add and subtract, they are the membranes of the collective mind. They can never be revealed, they can only be felt or emot. Music is the special art of the emotion. You can only tell water because it's wet.

The ways of emotion can never be explained or accounted for except emotionally. They can never be spoken nor written, they can only be felt or emot. Music is the special art of the emotion. You can only tell water because it's wet.

Water is by nature receptive. Men who will not listen or relate to women as equal human beings are shutting out half of the truth of life. And it's been said "within every woman there's a man, within every man there's a woman". If we try to disregard emotion as a necessary part of reality we lose, any way we look at it.

Called the sign of the home, Cancer is expected therefore to prefer to stay in one place no matter what. Traveling in search of true home, some Cancerians never settle down. The Hermit crab makes his home in the abandoned shells of other sea creatures. A highly developed Cancerian can assemble a home anywhere. The necessary incentive is a family whether by birth or otherwise adopted.

Cancer is the House of the Moon, face of many phases, many moods, from emotional intensity through the Water Signs - Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces - never completely incarnate, they never fully arrive on earth. This is the cause of much confusion and misunderstanding. Water Signs, although verbose, are not inclined to spell things out. Through Cancer, the Mother sign, this often manifests (strangely enough) as an apparent reluctance to truly participate. In life, a reluctance to create, a holding back of the real opinion or feeling. Cancer is very shy for one thing, the moon hides her face in a storm, and often is just plain not interested in explaining or expressing at the time. Perhaps most intimately true is the relationship of the sign to all things. Truth is so precious that every man there's a woman. If we try to disregard emotion as a necessary part of reality we lose, any way we look at it.

Cancerians will take care of you like no one else would or even could. Mind, body and soul all secure in the strong embrace of the Mother of the Zodiac. You will be fed, clothed, sheltered and loved, although maybe a bit possessively.

Among the knick-knacks of the Fourth House of Heaven are: E flat, yellow-orange, the Chariot of the Tarot, the sea, the crab, haiku, speech, sense perception, the nervous system, communication, the relationship of the sign to all the rest of us to see clearly. Satire is one of the more eloquent methods. When Gemini delivers, it is taken up to the rest of us to apply the messages to the third house of the zodiac.
Honest Bruce, the OZ Mailorder King, says: "Sure the T.O. Book of London is a fine production - but have you checked out the competition yet? Look for the OZ special offer with the new 3rd edition of Alternative London and the Survival Guide in this issue's Mail Order section. We ain't braggin' about which is best - but we know who's the cheapest!"
THE JERUSALEM FILE, Directed by John Flynn; (MGM/EMI).

To quote the blurb, this is an "action thriller set in Jerusalem in the aftermath of the Six Days War".

As such, it's quite gripping; it creates a realistic picture of the sort of pressures produced and suffered by urban guerrillas, which should dispel some of the romantic misconceptions floating around the "right on" left.

In fact, the main story concerns the attempts of some criminally naive and careless American students to join an Arab terrorist group, followed with amusement and gratitude by the Shin Bet (The Israeli Special Branch). Their efforts get themselves and their Arab friends killed.

Donald Pleasence is brilliant (as usual) as the head of Shin Bet (not so much a James Bond, more a paunchy Civil Servant with a gun). Nicol Williamson is less good as a liberal college professor who tries to keep his flock out of trouble (for an easy life and to protect American citizens, not for the Arabs).

The failure of the film is the usual one; although it creates a very convincing atmosphere (the parallels between Israel and South Africa hit you at once) it doesn't explain why the Arabs are fighting. They wage their guerrilla campaign because, well...uh because that's the way Arabs are, that's what gets them off.

It's not good enough and it isn't accidental; it's the same journalistic approach of cops and robbers.

Schraden Giftgas

POCKET MONEY, (Directed by Tony Maylam), ABC cinemas.

If you like Lee Marvin and Paul Newman, you'll like Pocket Money. You might like it anyway because it's a nice film (nice being the appropriate word).

It's a modern-day western with pick-up trucks instead of horses, hideous nouveau riche Texans for cattle owners, chrome and Naugahyde hotel bars instead of the saloon and burger joints for the old camp fire.

There is no sex, no violence, no great dramatic theme, and precious little script, the dialogue being restricted to monosyllables and wry platitudes. Paul Newman and Lee Marvin are in Mexico buying aisky cattle for Texan rodeo promoter who eventually burns them for 500 dollars. They play caricatures of some of their best known parts; Newman is a not too bright, paunchy version of Hud, and Marvin plays his drunk out of Cat Ballou with a grey flannel suit on. They make a really fine comedy team, a sort of drier, tougher Laurel and Hardy.

The film is shot in a slow and easy realist style, concentrating on the business of buying and selling cattle; haggling with stony faced old Mexicans and getting drunk; Lee Marvin gives a particularly splendid portrayal of deviousness; dishonesty is such second nature that he occasionally rips himself off by mistake.

Altogether, it's a long way step from their usual super-stud roles, and a successful one.

Dick Fountain

COOL BREEZE, Written and directed by Barry Pollack (Ritz, Leicester Square).

Bears a distinct relationship to The Asphalt Jungle, and in fact, views the same uneasy cross between The French Connection and Putney Swope. The cast is mainly black, and the basic plot, a diamond robbery carried out by four men who are specialists in the various skills required - lasers, muscles, getaway etc. The master mind is provided by a fresh-from prison superspace, who is, incidentally, the only member of the gang to come out of the venture both alive and actually still grooving (boogying, whatever - laughing).

In colour, with medium-funky sounds by Solomon Burke, this film, as so hopelessly vain and flabby and without the subtle viciousness normally expected in a career politician. Nevertheless, the disguises for the robbery - rubber caricatures of Wallace, Nixon and Agnew - were clearly well chosen.

Bruce Leigh.

THE RULING CLASS, Directed by Peter Medak, (Odeon; Haymarket).

I half expected that this was going to be another in the series of dreadful camp comedies about the English Aristocracy which American audiences so love.

I was very wrong, and I got wronger as the plot unfolded. In the first half, a young Earl (Peter O'Toole) decides that he is God (and of course Jesus; the Trinity being, what it is) and preaches a very physical doctrine of love. His high Tor, flogging and hunting family plot to have him put away, but before he has produced a male heir. Some of the resulting scenes put the dryness of my Y-fronts in jeopardy. Like his descent from the cross in the dining-room every morning (he sleeps on it). Like the high church wedding, where he thanks the appended congregation every time they offer him (i.e. God) a prayer, causing the Bishop to expire.

Then comes the abrupt turn-around. An utterly ruthless shrink hired by the family "cures" him - i.e. drives him really mad - by a genuinely terrifying piece of shock therapy. He becomes a caricature of a 19th Century Lord, to the boundless admiration of his family, the local Tory party and the House of Lords, where he erupts as an awesome defender of the faith. "My Lords, we have forgotten how to PUNISH!" Flogging and hanging replace fucking and flowerpicking. And under the cool cruel exterior, he bubbles with obscenities, silent screams, kill, and the solemn conviction that he is Jack the Ripper.

Although what's left of the Aristocracy is a rather easy target for satire (and not the real ruling class anyway) this film uses it as an ambush from which to slash up a lot of other institutions, with a degree of humour and savagery that is rare. Even Joe Orton is the first comparison to mind.

And if you don't like Peter O'Toole - as I don't - this might change your mind (as it did mine).

Mary Lam
WATeH OuT KiDS,
Mick Farren & Edward Barker
(Open Gate Books; £1.50).

A couple of years ago, while searching for the Angry Brigade, the police raided the house of an innocent man (and how innocent!). That man was Mick Farren, the author of Watch Out Kids. The dope being hidden, they found nothing but “treated the outline of this book like it was the blueprint for an armed revolution.” Silly old police.

For the few who don’t know, Mick is the “dope-fiend, political, ex-rock star and multi-arrested freak leader who don’t want to lead no-one”, and Watch Out Kids is a penetrating account of how “Elvis gave birth to the Angry Brigade”. A sort of English Do It!; a history of the underground in pictures organised around a series of epoch-making events (i.e. those in which Mick Farren was involved).

Like Abbie Hoffman and Rubin, Mick’s prose-style is adventurous and try. Mick has added a still further-out ingredient however; self-contradiction. One minute he tells us that rock stars are instruments of social control, marketed by the system. Next minute he is praising them as rebel leaders and outlaws.

Perhaps it’s the dope, perhaps it’s dope and beer, maybe just mental exhaustion?

There are moments of high drama like the hour-by-hour account of what happened in the IT offices the day the Stones were sentenced. “A couple of groupies were trying to persuade everyone to go and see Paul McCartney. This idea was turned down”.

When describing things that have happened to him Mick keeps his head above water. The trouble starts when he tries to fit these events into some sort of broader perspective. The pages ring to the sound of crashing sentences and collapsing half-baked ideas; as in “The lemmings have a great and powerful way of talking to you about America, in that it is how fast the rock biography is going to start off with a geography lesson, be it Hunter Davis on Hibbing, Minnesota or Jerry Hopkins giving you the low-down on Tupelo, Mississippi. Whoever writes the definitive Bolan book (does it is gonna have to lead off with 2000 words about Hackney).

Charles Shear Murray.

FRANCO'S PRISONER,
Miguel Garcia (Hart-Davis, £2.25).

Miguel Garcia was, and still is, a true and militant anarchist, who has done what to us, born in a more desolate time, looks only naive and ridiculous; he actually built his life around struggling for something he believed to be right. Can you imagine that? Don’t seem to be too many people around these days who believe in anything.

He fought for, and saw the defeat of, the libertarian cause at the hands of Franco in 1939. He and the others who were left worked with the Allies from 39 to 45 (during hard times you have to make your alliances where you can, even if it means dirtying your hands a little). He was part of the post-war underground resistance (fucking over the regime by forgery, bank raids, explosions, while all the time trying to rebuild the smashed union organisations. He was caught in the big round-up of activists in 1949 and sentenced to death. The sentence commuted to 30 years, he carried on the struggle in jail, and it is this part of his life that his book is mainly about. His meeting with Stuart Christie in jail gave him the contacts for smuggling out and publishing some of his letters — causing even more trouble for the authorities — and also led to his coming to Britain on his release in 1969 and to his writing this autobiography.

Garcia knows this — “repression has stupified the people of today” — and he also knows there is more than one way to repress people. Franco and his gang have tradition-ally relied on the good old-fashioned method: fear, secret police, disappearances in the night, etc. But into Spain, as elsewhere, has crept the new, big turnover, low risk method where the people’s ways of thinking and living are dissolved into the plastic and mishmash of buying, spending, possession, ownership; and with them goes unity and the capacity to recognise the enemy for what it is.

Garcia addresses his book very

ELVIS: A Biography,
Jerry Hopkins.
(Open Gate: £1.95).

“... Presley’s roots were country-and-western. He was tagged as the ‘Hillbilly Cat’ before becoming blues-oriented and sucking the creative blood of Arthur ‘Big Boy’ Crudup and Lowell Fulson. He then proceeded to boldly rip-off many of the songs recorded by the great rhythm and blues singer, Little Richard. And some people would have us believe this thief is an originator...” — black poet A.X. Nicholas.

“Elvis is where pop begins and ends. He’s the great original and, even now, he’s the image that makes all the others seem shoddy, the boss. For once the fan club spiel is justified: Elvis is King.” — Nik Cohn.

You pays yer money and you picks yer definition. What’s beyond all dispute is that Elvis Presley is socially, if not musically, the most impotent entertainer of the 20th century. He’s 37 years old, and even now he has a legion of fans whose reverence is total and who lack all traces of a sense of humour about Elvis, as any issue of Elvis Monthly proves.

Jerry is hip to the fact that the mass Elvis public is what’s going to make this book a bestseller, and that the kind of reader who wants the Elvis book will not be interested in what some hippie punk kid from Rolling Stone has to say about the King. So Elvis is long on reportage and totally devoid of any opinion and interpretation of the Phenomenon. If you’ve any interest whatsoever in the story of how a honky kid from darkest redneck Mississippi turned the world onto black music and of how a threat to Western civilisation was systematically converted into a comfortable symbol of American middleclass virtues, then there’s no two ways about it, this book is required reading. Jerry Hopkins, despite his studiedly noncommittal stance, has provided all the facts you’ll need to draw your own conclusions.

What is faintly disquieting to note is how fast the rock biography is getting stylised. After only 3 important books (on the Beatles, Dylan and Presley) the pattern is so clear that you know you’re going to start off with a geography lesson, be it Hunter Davis on Liverpool, Anthony Saccuto on

The King - naked in Memphis some eighteen years ago hip history books like Watch Out Kids, handed down myths about the Filmore East. Meanwhile the vultures circle... To quote somebody or other “it’s uncool to vamp on the energies of the community”.

Dave Robbins.
much to the English people (comparing English legal punishments with ones for similar offences in Fascist Spain etc.) — it's a piece of anti-Fascist propaganda. But he recognises (at least I hope he does) the contradiction that it is appealing for the sympathy of a people who are equally contained — the only real difference being that our establishment has understood for a long time the advantage of the new, improved, invisible method.

Any lessons to be learnt? Well, as soon as the chance was lost for the Spanish, the resistance became a movement which was founded on defeat; a jackal snapping at the heels of the authorities, always irritating, maybe even dangerous but never in with a chance of achieving complete success. So the important question to ask about people like Garcia is 'What else could he have done?' If Garcia could not win there was no choice but for him to kill himself losing — but how could he have won? And this question is just as crucial for us now: now that the War Machine at home and abroad.

THE WILD BOYS, William Burroughs (Coster & Baylors, £2.50).

The Wild Boys is Burroughs' first full length novel since Nova Express, and it effortlessly regains for him the title of the Funniest and Most Depraved Writer Alive (if he ever lost it).

If you're a Burroughs reader you'll have no trouble in picking up the story where we left off. Like everything he writes, it's all part of the same book, developing a different sub-plot maybe, but the same images keep popping up...Roller skate boys turn slow circles in ruined suburb...silver light popping in eyes.

Sometimes you get the feeling that he's got a formula which he applies to a heap of random words producing the various combinations in his books, but if that were true other people could discover it and do just as well. You've only got to look at some of the attempts (take any issue of New Worlds for example) to see it's not that simple. Besides the juggling with words, Burroughs has got a sense of humour seldom found outside of captivity and an imagination more depraved (in the finest sense of the word) than any writer since De Sade and Lautreamont.

Because he is now too fashionable to ignore, the Sunday lit. critics are forced to approve what once would have been dismissed as pornography, usually they try to make us believe that high moral purpose lies behind Burroughs' little fiction world of knife toting homosexuals and sexual repression, patriotism, the paths of deference to authority, the paths of righteousness (the other words to turn us away from deprave and corrupt us all, in other words to turn us away from the paths of righteousness; the paths of deference to authority, sexual repression, patriotism, the path of the good worker, the good soldier, the good nigger, the good humanist whitewash artist...). It's going to be hard to make a good citizen of AU or Bradley Martin even after they've made one of Burroughs (picture the 1984 Democratic Party Convention..."gentlemen, a junkie ah may be, a queer ah may be, but bah God ahm white!).

The Wild Boys goes almost back to The Naked Lunch in format; it's got a story, set out as a series of drily humorous episodes, interspersed with cut up and, of course, lots of fucking scenes involving little young boys (probably too many if you're not turned on by boys); The Wild Boys are Burrough's fantasy of what the Underground could have been; the youth of the world have taken to the Sahara Desert, dressed only in rainbow coloured jockstraps. They eat American tourists and the US military expeditions sent to put them down, whom they say in a variety of atrocious ways, making hash pouches of their victims' scrotums. They even develop ways of reproducing without the aid of women (Burroughs' misogyny has reached new heights). Now read on...

If you're into comparisons, this novel is certainly not as consistently brilliant as The Naked Lunch or Nova Express. Burroughs may getting tired, but then so is everything else. He'll only be in real trouble when the world gets nastier than his imagination (mid 1974 by my calendar).

Dick Fountain

SHOTS.
Photographs from the Underground Press.
Edited by David Fenton for Liberation News Service. (Academy Editions, £1.75).

Bringing together more than 100 stills from LNS sources taken in the US and Vietnam during the period 1967-70, Shots presents (if such were still needed) a powerful indictment of the American War Machine at home and abroad.

Whoever said that one picture is worth a thousand words was given to gross generalisation, but many of the stills in David Fenton's selection speak volumes. Best of all are the faces: the tight-lipped faces of Nixon's SS hiding behind their dark glasses, the bloodied faces of kids who know it's going to be a long battle, but have time on their side. The face of what America has become and the face of a generation that sees it for what it is

Shots has introductions by Ericka Higgins and Bobby Seale, and the photographs are complemented by well-chosen quotations from sources ranging from William Blake to Richard Nixon. The format,
All orders for any mail order items must be pre-paid, using the special mail order coupon you'll find inside. Orders from overseas must be accompanied by an extra 50p. (1 dollar).

**POSTERS:**

(With a little help from Big 'O!)

- Dylan: The front cover of OZ 7 made into a beautiful gold/black/red poster. Prints on gold foil. 65p + 15p p&p.
- Cannabis: Heavy shit printed on gold foil. 65p + 15p p&p.
- Max Ernst: An amazing black and red collage of the birdman and his victim printed on silver foil. 65p + 15p p&p.
- Mick 'n' Vine: This is the extraordinary full colour version of the film The Shining double spread. Our older readers will remember from 'Acid OZ' issue. 55p + 15p p&p.
- Van Box: Here's Mr. Van Gogh with the gloves off! A disturbing portrait. 55p + 15p p&p.
- Cha: Giant size (really giant) red, yellow, blue and black solarised print of our hero. 85p + 15p p&p.
- David Hockney: Large picture of the three OZ editors in the raw, drawn by David before their hair was shorn. And when they still had a pair of balls between them. Black and white. £1 + 12p p&p.
- Trashman: Out of the 'listenin' night comes Trashman. And onto your wall for only 45p + 12p p&p.

**INK:**

**ATTENTION LIBRARIES, MUSEUMS, RICH LIBERALS & COLLECTORS!**

‘INK’ Newspaper has now liquidated, and the entire stock of back issues available at the time of liquidation have been purchased by OZ Magazine. They run from 1st May 1972 through to 21st February 1972. Thirty-three sets have been bound in durable stiff leather covers and double stiched for maximum protection. These are the only sets in existence (known to us) that are complete and for sale. There are twenty-nine issues comprising each bound volume. The negatives and plates of every issue of INK are to be destroyed. Once these sets are sold, whoever purchases them will own a unique and fascinating sociological ….blah…blah…blah…

*Remember: WE HAVE ONLY THIRTY THREE SETS. FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED.*

Cost: £100.00 per set. (postage free to any where in the world)
Seven varieties to choose from:
Mangoli, Pat­chouli, Sandalwood, Lotus, Strawberry Fields, Frangipani

KRISHNA INCENSE STICKS:
Of these and you'll never use Old Spice again.

KRISHNA PERFUME OILS:
They smell as good as they sound.

OZ T-SHIRTS:
Each one of these perfumes comes in a small glass bottle; and they smell as good as

OZ BADGES:
The original OZ Beautiful Freak Badge in Red & Yellow or Red & Blue — 10p each + 4p p&p.

HONEYBUNCH SCULPTURES:
Beautiful, hand painted plaster Honeybunch models are produced entirely by hand and stand almost seven inches high. Here is delicious Honeybunch as you have never seen her before, in sensational three dimensions. Every model is unique and finished in a combination of five separate colours: flesh tone/red/yellow/black and white. "What a little yummy..." £1.35 + 15p p&p.

HONEYBUNCH SCULPTURES:
Each one is produced entirely by hand and stands almost seven inches high. Here is delicious Honeybunch as you have never seen her before, in sensational three dimensions. Every model is unique and finished in a combination of five separate colours: flesh tone/red/yellow/black and white. "What a little yummy..." £1.35 + 15p p&p.

OSCAR BUDDIT:
R. Crumb's Honeybunch Kaminski immortalised in plaster of paris.

SPECIAL OFFER
Amazing, stupendous and unbelievable special offer from OZ Mail Order this month. Right now, two new books have been published for people living and staying in London.

Alternative London III:
New, polished, improved and checked edition of Alternative London. Includes hundreds of readers' suggestions and many completely new sections: 1) How to Grow Hash without breaking the law; 2) Bulk buy your health food; 3) Detailed overland trip to India; 4) Children's education — how to avoid the state system; 5) Ecology by 'Friends of the Earth'; 6) Improved homosexual section; 7) Do-it-yourself divorce; 8) How to get other information not included in this book. 35p + 5p p&p.

Either of these books are offered to OZ readers placing orders for over £1.00 for goods from this month's OZ Mail Order, at HALF PRICE. Post and packing will be included free.

COMICS:
Homemade Comics: A Dutch anthology of American u/g comics. Sex, dope and cheap thrills with all your favourites. £1.00 + 15p p&p.


Mr. Natural II: Crumb's weirdest strip character really gets it on in this second anthology. 25p + 5p p&p.

SMELL:
KRISHNA PERFUME OILS:
You may live in a shithouse — but why smell like one? Each one of these perfumes comes in a small glass bottle and they smell as good as they sound. Sandalwood, Orange, Patchouli, Rose, Honeysuckle, Jasmin. Delicious. One dab of these and you'll never use Old Spice again. 45p a bottle + 5p p&p.

KRISHNA INCENSE STICKS:
Seven varieties to choose from: Mangoli, Patchouli, Sandalwood, Lotus, Strawberry Fields, Frangipani and Musk. All 35p a packet plus 5p p&p.
LOU REED
Lou Reed (RCA)

If I were thirteen, or Lou was, or better still if we both were, this would be great, everything I wanted to think about life, sung in a studiously serious voice with a little sense of melody, timing and rhythm as my own, backed up by musicians playing as unimaginatively as anybody I knew.

But Lou's a grown man and so am I, so what's all this stuff about "I Can't Stand It"? The drummer knocks on the door four times, and in runs Lou shouting he can't stand it anymore-more. Not petulant, not defiant, not suicidal, certainly not revolutionary, but not submissive or cynical. Just a statement, which looks suspiciously as if it's designed to become an anthem for disenchanted youth.

And so it goes to the end, where there is a song you can immerse yourself in, called "Ocean". In between, songs about being lonely ("Goin' Down"), being in love ("I Love You", "Love Makes You Feel"), and hating the city ("Ride Into the Sun"). That last one sounds like a demo intended for the Grateful Dead, and includes a surprising cop-out where "dirty", "sloppy", "shitty", even "dead" which doesn't rhyme with "city", is substituted for "shitty", which would have. Too much for the audience, too little from Lou. If this sounds too clinical a reaction to what you might suppose to be a work of art, wait until you hear it, and then tell me where you can hear Lou feeling those words he sings. In "Wild Child", you might suggest, and I'll gladly agree, that's as good as the best this Chuck Berry of the Lower East Side has done, with a mood as depressing, monotonous, and irresistably fascinating as the hippie ghetto itself, held together with Lou's laconic wit. It's all about a girl called Lorraine, who crosses in up all Lou's conversations with his media cronies: "she's a wild child, and nobody can get to her, sleeping out on the streets, living all alone, without a house or a home, and then she'll ask you please, oh can I have some spare change, can I break your heart."

The same wit also shows up in the more detached "Lisa Says". "Lisa says, hey baby if you stick your tongue in my ear, then things around here will become very clear," Reporting remarks like that is what Lou's good at, but too often it sounds as if he didn't concentrate on completing his songs before going to the studios,

and it was too much to expect of a bunch of British session musicians to disguise the gaps with appropriate solos; producer Richard Robinson wasn't much help either.

This and the next two songs, "Going Down", and you might decide this must be the best LP of the last three months or so. And you're probably right, but don't say you weren't warned about the other nine tracks. Pale, pale rock'n'roll.

Charlie Gillett.

The Rise & Fall of Ziggy Stardust & The Spiders from Mars
David Bowie (RCA)

David Bowie, easily the most brilliant young songwriter in this country, seems to have been going through quite a few rapid changes over the last year or so.

It all started with the release of his maddeningly under-rated "Man Who Sold the World", which portrayed him as some bi-sexual Greta Garbo figure with rather tortured Nietzsche overtones!

The neurotic elements of that album manifested themselves in part of the schizophrenic "Hunky Dory", but now things have developed even further.

The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust personifies Bowie's new image as the intended messiah of Teenage Wasteland. Live, he is an almost grotesque parody of early Elvis Presley complete with outrageously tasteless costume, butch hairstyle and calculated affectations. On the new album, Bowie attempts both to live and fully verbalise his fantasies. Ziggy Stardust is his wish fulfillment - 'came on so loaded, man, well hung and snow white tan' - the last great superstar before the Apocalypse (fully described in the first track 'Five Years'), who is eventually torn to pieces by his fans in a scene straight out of Nik Cohn's 'I am still the greatest, says Johnny Angelo'.

The only problem is that it all doesn't quite come off, and this all becomes very clear once one has witnessed his awkward posturing on stage. Bowie is over-reaching himself, trying to cover too much ground. The character he ultimately portrays has more in common with the amazing Iggy Stooge than anything Bowie could extend himself to. All of which is sad because taken on its own terms, the Ziggy Stardust album is quite superb. Bowie is now working in new areas, having been studying the art of punk rock poetry from Lou Reed, while effectively developing his own talents in the realm of his lyrical fascination for science fiction. His unique sexual imagery (previously best illustrated in The Man Who Sold the World's chilling 'She Shook Me Cold') has lost its neurotic edge, giving way to lines like This mellow-thighed chick just put my spine out of place or, even better, we move around like tigers on vaseline. The best track of all is the single Starman which is perfect pulp sci-fi rock complete with killer chorus.

The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars is the vital link around which Bowie's new image is to be projected, and I have a feeling it will, if only temporarily, succeed. It's all a little unfortunate, though, that someone as capable as David Bowie should attempt to hype himself as something he isn't.

Nick Kent.

The Rise & Fall of Ziggy Stardust & The Spiders from Mars
David Bowie (RCA)

In the USA" is flatulent and overblown, but his six-minute bravura performance of Berry's "Back in the USA" is flatulent and overblown, and Derringer (who plays lead guitar throughout and also produced) is a fine exponent of that punk-rock stance which says: "I got this big fuckin' amplifier, man, I wanna see some rocknroll out there... but his six-minute bravura performance of Berry's "Back in the USA" is flatulent and overblown. Despite their infinite musical superiority, White Trash could learn a lot about rocknroll interpretation from those veteran punks, the MCS.

Most of this album is a waste of
The cover of this album is a shiny red car door. Through the car window you can see the beach, the sea, a couple of trees, cloudy blue sky and it could be a pretty fine day to go surfing.

And that, Carl and the Passions is what the Wilson brothers used to call their high school band, way back before they became the biggest high school band in the world.

So what is this, a Get Back move? Another Get Back move? Back to high school, drag racing, sun, sand and surf, California girls, do it again just one more time? Not even that. All it means is, one more Beach Boys album. And not a very good one at that.

The best first, though. One song here is nearly pure high school: "Marcella", one of just two songs co-written by Brian Wilson. It's at least their best song since 'Wild Honey', and, in the context of this particular album, completely stratospheric. The lyrics are good too. 'One arm over my shoulder/ sandals dance at my feet/ eyes that knock you right over/ ooo Marcella's so sweet'.

'Marcella' is probably a number one, except that it isn't out as a single yet, and probably never will be. Kinney probably passed it over as uncharacteristic of the 'new' Beach Boys. Which is, unfortunately, a fairly accurate assessment. The single they did choose, 'You Need a Mess of Help to Stand Alone' is alright, but certainly not a number one. Maybe, though, the 'new' Beach Boys don't want a number one. It might damage their new-found underground prestige irreparably.

If that's so, maybe they should think again. On the evidence of the rest of this album, all you'd ever ask of the Beach Boys is that they wind up and perform their Greatest Hits, because as a progressive rock band they just don't make it.

And so it goes on. There are two songs by Dennis Wilson, both very soft and stunningly over-orchestrated. And two more by Al Jardine and Mike Love, both apparently over the joys of transcendental meditation. 'All This Is That' is pleasant enough, though the lyrics are sort of Charles Manson Biblical. But 'He Comes Down', in praise of the Maharishi, with his handclapping gospel chorus and shouts of affirmation, is about Black & White Minstrel Show in its emotional intensity and depth of commitment.

So Tough? Well, it certainly isn't that. But that's not really surprising when you consider how many almost almost pure muzak albums the Beach Boys have made since Pet Sounds: every single one of them, excepting only Wild Honey. And while it's true that no-one writes Beach Boys muzak like Brian Wilson — which is why this album doesn't touch Pet Sounds — in the long run muzak is no more than muzak, and supermarket sound systems don't draw such fine distinctions. So let's just be thankful that now and again they can come up with a song like 'Marcella', and leave them to a peaceful rock sensility.

Andrew Weiner.
"Everything ripens at its Time & becomes Fruit at its hour."

- A musical anthology for Glastonbury featuring original material from Grateful Dead, Brinsley Schwarz, Mighty Baby, Marc Bolan, Peter Townshend, David Bowie, Hank Wang, Skid Alley, David Allen & Gong, Pink Floyd, etc. £3.99 for three record sets.

THE HELLISH WORLD OF JUNKIES AND ACID

Not the sort of headline you'll find in DRUGS AND SOCIETY which is an informative, well researched, sympathetic magazine (IT April 1972).
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THE FAMILY

Ed Sanders

A brilliant and terrifying re-creation of the climate and imagination that spawned Charles Manson and his murderous family.

'Sanders has done nothing less than risk his own life... It is only fitting that such a risk should produce such a terrifying book.'

The New York Times Book Review

'One of the most horrible things I have ever read' The Sunday Times

'... compulsive, repulsive reading ...'

The Economist

£2.50
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GAY LIBERATION FRONT-
Notting Hill Group presents
an evening of varied entertain­
ment at Fulham Town Hall on
Friday July 7th. From 8 p.m.
till midnight. Music by Squidd
and Uncle Dog — Disco —
Lights — Freak-Outs — Poetry
Readings — Free Food? —
Films? Bar till 11.30 — Tickets
at door 50p. Nearest Tube — Fulham Broad­
way.

Couple very anxious to adopt
but bogged down with red
tape. Wish to contact expec­
tant mother with view to
private adoption of baby.
Adoption arranged through
Doctor. Consultation fees and
delivery of baby in private
clinic paid for by adopters.
Please reply P.O. Box No.

Do you have a question on sex
homosexuality, or finding a
compatible partner. If so,
Tel: 01-659 2254 between
9.00 a.m. — 7.00 p.m. or
write to INTER PERSONA
17 Wordsworth Road, SE20.

BUY, SELL
& BLATANT
SEXISM

THE NEWSREEL PACKAGE
from NEW YORK NEWSREEL
Only the Beginning 25min.
Colour.
The Womans Film 40min.
B/W.
Willington 15min.
B/W.
Earth Belongs to the
People 17min.
B/W.
Felix Revolts 5min.
B/W.
Hire Charge £10 the package.
All enquiries:
Freedom Movement, Box 1983,
19 Gt. Newport St., WC1.
Distributors: The Other Cinema
12/13 Lt. Newport St., WC1.

“Man to Man” free gay maga-
azine with your first order!
Finest Selection of Male/Male
GAY PORNO in Europe.
Choose from 100s of Magazines'
& 8mm Colour Films. Send
20p (British Postal Order) for
your illustrated catalog today.
LUX PUBLICATIONS — 2—P.O.
Box 10269, Amsterdam,
Holland. (Use a 7½p stamp
for Holland).

TRAVEL

MOROCCO (London-Sahara-
London 3 week treks) £39 —
regular departures.
INDIGO OVERLAND
to India & Kathmandu £69
— regular departures,
via The Middle East & Cyprus
£79 — departures 24th June,
29th July, 9th September,
14th October — onward trans-
port to Australia arranged.
Further details: INDIGO
Overland Expeditions Ltd.,
Department 32, 25 Caroline
Terrace, Sloane Square, London
SW1. Tel: 01-730 7305.

PARIS. Instant Tickets from
£9.50. Inclusive arrangements
with Travel & 2 nights Hotel
£13.90. Hosts. 50, Victoria
St., London, S.W.1.
Tel: 01-222 6263.

MOROCCO. Places on 3 week
air/overland treks flying B.E.A.
depart August 2nd £78. Also
2 week air/overland depart
August 23rd £65. Space
on autumn overlanders from
£39. Single overlander to
Tangier June 26th £10 inclusive
Nomad Trial Expeditions.
85, Montpellier Terrace,
Cheltenham. Tel: 028-528-473

It's a beautiful cartoon...
NO SHIT!

Fritz the Cat

BLACK INK FILMS LTD. Present “FRITZ THE CAT”
A STEVE KRANTZ Production — based upon the characters created by R. CRUMB
Screenplay by RALPH BAKSHI — Directed by RALPH BAKSHI — Produced by STEVE KRANTZ

LONDON PAVILION LICENSED BAR PICCADILLY CIRCUS WC2
FROM JULY 27

IMPACT FILMS the largest
selection of Adult and Special
films. FREE list, or blue pack
of catalogues 25p.
IMPACT FILMS, (Dept Oz),
West Central St., London WC1

SEX CLUB for ADULTS
All variations covered. Free
magazines and introductions.
Special SADO/MASOCHISM
feature. Free advice, parties,
etc. Members throughout
Britain. Trial membership £1.
ARCADE RECORDING
CIRCUIT, London N22 SAG.

ADULTS ONLY meet sexy birds
gay men, and kinky couples
through a magazine with nation-
wide circulation.
Girls wishing to make male
friends advertise free.
50p per copy.
Personal Column Dept 2,
19 Newport Court, Leicester
Sq. W.C.2.

7 photos for 70p, or 14 for
£1.10. All sent with a 7 day
refund guarantee under plain
cover.
Gee-Shundison, P.O. Box 14,
Warrington, WA4 2QR.
As habitual readers of OZ will know, it is James Anderson's habit from time to time to mysteriously vanish from our grey, London offices, equipped only with his toothbrush and seemingly miniscule monetary resources, to hurl himself once more into the dark labyrinths of the hippie global trails.

Recently, Jim returned bronzed, bleached and apparently healthy, bubbling over with news and anecdotes of his latest bizarre foreign exploits. He'd stopped over briefly to visit his parents in Australia and to perform some brief Gay Liberational spadework to a doubtless enraged and uncomprehending populace. On his way home, his airline ticket offered him a limited choice of one stopover: New York or Indonesia. James plumped for the latter, and his report follows, but perhaps it would be fair to warn you that Jim wrote this piece inbetween violent bouts of nausea and acute depression, induced by a severe infection of hepatitis which he contracted on 'an island paradise that runs with love and blood...'

Bali is an Indonesian island, east of Java, well known for its temples, dancing, gamelon music and unique Hindu culture. It's beautiful, child-like people have a calm, harmonious way of life, quite remarkable in an area of the world with so tropical and violent a climate. Nevertheless, the Bali people have a disturbing habit of running amuck at irregular intervals, the last time in 1965 when as many as 100,000 were massacred in a fortnight. The victims were almost all islanders associated in some way with Communism, but in Bali the killings were ritualised and trance-like, and the victims and killers both so willing that commandoes were hurried from Java to restrain them.

The Good Things:

a) Kuta Beach, where most people stay, is mile upon mile of curving white sand fringed with coconut palms, paddy fields and lush green and yellow vegetation. The village of Kuta, lost in the palm groves, has plenty of places to stay, usually in Balinese family compounds, costing 25p a night including tea and a local speciality like steamed pink cake for breakfast. The beach faces west, and everyday the setting sun provides the peaking trippers with a transcendental tropical light show. On Sundays, tourists from Djakarta come and take pictures of the freaks and surfies, but on the whole the beach is totally unspoilt. Commercialisation takes the benign form of beautiful Balinese girls with baskets on their heads selling fruit, drinks and nuts. Further along, the sand is completely deserted and if you need solitude to do whatever turns you on, you can have it. The beach is in every way far more spectacular than Goa. At some points there is in the waves near the shore, a glistening algae which takes the form of large translucent bubbles, and turns the surf and receding foam to gold, particularly when the sun is going down. Nothing is expensive and you can live quite well on 50p a day. There is a fish restaurant on the beach, a vegetarian restaurant back in the village next to a bar where they blend mango, avocado, banana pawpaw and durock into huge iced drinks, and other very good places to eat, including Djenik's where Djenik will make you a mushroom omelette (although, so will everyone else). If you have bread to spare, you can buy exquisite oriental Bosch-like paintings, carvings, batik and sarongs.

b) There always seems to be a good supply of excellent grass from Sumatra, or Buddha grass from Thailand. Pipes, bongs, chillums and joints were filled with heady mixtures which often included dried mush rooms and opium. Pure acid from several sources,
Photographs: Keith Heygate

Roast pig and 'wong' mushrooms: psychedelic bacon

Friendliness and empathy of the Balinese meant a complete absence of the freak's curse, paranoia, and although over-indulgence was common, it was singularly painless. I didn't see any needles or hard drugs of any sort although at the Mandara Hotel one night, where most of the freaks would gather to play music, dance or listen to tapes, a lot of spurious coke turned up and anaesthetised everyone's nose and mouth for a while. Groups of pot trail veterans from Penang, Goa, Pondicherry and so on were arriving all the time, but there never seemed to be serious over crowding as there is in those places, and there wasn't anyone who could be remotely described as heavy.

c) For the first time since I have been wandering the hippie trails, I allowed myself to become totally absorbed by the alternative life style which the freaks carry with them wherever they go and which bloomed so creatively in Bali.

I notice that I am still using 'they' rather than 'we', however... they were all very busy in their idleness and into something, whether it was making batik or some other handcraft, yoga, learning to play some instrument or to dance, a preoccupation with Hinduism or Buddhism or whatever, soul-searching with the aid of intensive and constant reading, serious conversation or long periods of meditation and solitude, or just being incredibly liberated and happy. I was very aware of self-centredness, and of obsessions with clothes, appearance and style which was not however, egotistical and vain, but very healthy. Such indulgence is frowned upon in our society to such an extent that self-discovery is hard to achieve and often is not thought of as a conscious goal.

Kuta was interesting because there were two distinct types of freaks — seasoned Europeans and Americans who had been on the road for years, and greenhorns from New Zealand and Australia for most of whom Bali was one of the first foreign countries they had been to. It must have been clear to the newcomers how far they had to go, and the benefit to themselves of what they could achieve. Admittedly, Kuta was the good side of the freak coin — the physical and mental wrecks were still stranded in India or Kabul or wherever the papers say they are, and there were no Satanists, psychedelic fascists or maniacs with guns. The people most ill at ease were the one or two short-haired Australian juice freaks who in the absence of any Fosters, were reduced to defiantly drinking the really bad local beer or the even worse sweet rice wine.

I found the freak life style on the whole, very chaste. Relationships flowered and died but indulgence seemed to be in dope rather than bed. There were very few girls travelling merely as appendages to boys. The Balinese certainly don't treat each other as sex objects and were either offended or mystified if advances were made to them on that basis. On my first couple of blistering days out on the beach, I felt as usual duty bound to sample the local product (to put it as sexist as possible) but I found that the boys, who in every way were loving and affectionate and great fun to be with, did nothing but giggle and look amazed when I put my hand on their cock. I very quickly gave up and enjoyed their company in the way they enjoyed mine. Throughout my stay in Kuta, I zealously pursued an interest in one of the girls selling fruit on the beach — we flirted every day and got on fantastically well until one afternoon tripping on the mushrooms I overstepped the bounds of Balinese propriety — I don't know what I did, not much, but it was 3 days before she condescended to speak to me. Our reunion was a bit like an Archie and Veronica kiss and make up, but coming from permissive Sydney, it was an unusual experience for me. So was the interest in a girl. Denpasar, the main town in Bali, and only 15 kilometres from Kuta, was, of course, full of sex for sale, and some guys made the trip as often as their pocket or their inclination dictated them.

As usual, there seemed to be fewer gay freaks travelling than there actually were. For a while I seemed to be the only one, but before I left I unearthed a few from their
self excavated lains. The pot trail certainly needs gay liberationists and activists of every kind. There is a general lack of awareness of the political implications of being a freak.

d) The psilocybin mushrooms, known to the Balinese as 'wong', which grew everywhere it was moist and there was enough organic decaying matter, were much smaller than those growing along the entire Australian east coast, but were equally good and quite the best and safest psychedelic I have ever taken. For 10p you could buy thirty or so (plenty for a good trip) wrapped up in a palm leaf or plastic bag on the beach every morning. The mushroom sellers who picked them from the rich cow pastures near where the first river flowed in a spring were clever and could get themselves for nothing. In the wet season (December to March) they are everywhere in thousands, but thereafter slightly more scarce. I remember the wong sellers were a bit of cow shit irritation. The wong were small and white, sometimes with gold tops, turning turquoise after peeling. The colour indicating the strength of the psilocybin in each one. It was best to eat them fresh and raw. This gave some indication of how many you should eat to get off properly. Sometimes they were toxic, making you feel slightly queasy for the first half hour or so. It was always best to exercise caution. The great advantage of the mushrooms over acid was that you could take them continuously for several days without losing your head, enabling you to give yourself a rapid course in psychedelic therapy. Free yourself from the confusion of the very best ways of learning to love and know yourself, your fellow man and Bali.

I started off my experiments alone on a far flung beach, found myself naked, eating pineapple, the land, and the elements, returning to primitivism and doing jungle yells. Everything at all times was very exciting and beautiful, and Bali quite the island paradise advertised in the Quantas brochures. Gradually, as the days passed, I became more sophisticated and returned to the fold, until eventually I was cavorting and dancing on the main beach, hopefully to everyone's delight, not that I was there, to exorcise bad spirits which were coming from the sea. The dancers went into violent trances and many other Balinese were affected, running round in the moonlight quite crazed, possessed and demonic.

The Bad Things:

a) The only easy way of getting around the island is by motorbike. Walking is delightful but slow. You could rent a Honda for a week for under £5 and noisily flew in from Boston to rescue him he had cracked. I eventually departed, extremely sad for my visa was extended for two more days, my judge was polite, listened to my fabrications, and fined me ten dollars. I said I only overstayed my visa and was quite happily somewhere out along the coast, but were equally good and quite the best and safest psychedelic I have ever taken. For 10p you could buy thirty or so (plenty for a good trip) wrapped up in a palm leaf or plastic bag on the beach every morning. The mushroom sellers who picked them from the rich cow pastures near where the first river flowed in a spring were clever and could get themselves for nothing. In the wet season (December to March) they are everywhere in thousands, but thereafter slightly more scarce. I remember the wong sellers were a bit of cow shit irritation. The wong were small and white, sometimes with gold tops, turning turquoise after peeling. The colour indicating the strength of the psilocybin in each one. It was best to eat them fresh and raw. This gave some indication of how many you should eat to get off properly. Sometimes they were toxic, making you feel slightly queasy for the first half hour or so. It was always best to exercise caution. The great advantage of the mushrooms over acid was that you could take them continuously for several days without losing your head, enabling you to give yourself a rapid course in psychedelic therapy. Free yourself from the confusion of the very best ways of learning to love and know yourself, your fellow man and Bali.

I started off my experiments alone on a far flung beach, found myself naked, eating pineapple, the land, and the elements, returning to primitivism and doing jungle yells. Everything at all times was very exciting and beautiful, and Bali quite the island paradise advertised in the Quantas brochures. Gradually, as the days passed, I became more sophisticated and returned to the fold, until eventually I was cavorting and dancing on the main beach, hopefully to everyone's delight, not that I was there, to exorcise bad spirits which were coming from the sea. The dancers went into violent trances and many other Balinese were affected, running round in the moonlight quite crazed, possessed and demonic.

The Bad Things:

a) The only easy way of getting around the island is by motorbike. Walking is delightful but slow. You could rent a Honda for a week for under £5 and noisily flew in from Boston to rescue him he had cracked. I eventually departed, extremely sad for my visa was extended for two more days, my judge was polite, listened to my fabrications, and fined me ten dollars. I said I only

b) The Hotel Bali Beach, a self-contained, air conditioned monstrous, erected by PanAm, fortunately on the eastern side of the island, is a foretaste of what the Indonesian Government has in mind for Bali and Kuta in particular. Plans for a similar multi-storey hotel have already been approved and construction starts in a year. At the moment, the Hotel Bali Beach, which sits on a rather ugly lagoon at Sanur, is a great convenience, and we made use of its banks, tourist agents, doctor and post office. It was the complaints of the matrons who stay at this hotel which brought about the regulation requiring Balinese women to cease going around, looking like big green insects in tight boots, tight pants and cap, with huge goggles and white gun holsters.

d) By far the worst side of Indonesian bureaucracy you are likely to encounter is the Immigration. You get a visa for a month maximum to start off with, then it will cost you 20 dollars for a month's extension. If you last that long, the second extension is not so expensive, but you are in trouble if you overstay your visa — a fine and maybe detention in a kind of government hostel in Denpasar until you can arrange for money to be sent to you. The detention centre is actually quite OK and some freaks preferred to stay their free rather than rent a room. There were several people at Kuta, without visas or money, living quite happily somewhere out along the beaches. I overstayed my visa and was stopped from getting on the plane. Even though I shouted and argued with an official who looked like a Japanese war commander, and eventually offered to pay a fine right there, my baggage was hauled off. He merely barked at me over and over again "You have broken the regulations of the Republic of Indonesia. You must appear in court tomorrow at 8 o'clock in the morning." I did so. The judge was polite, listened to my fabrication and fined me ten dollars. I said Only had six. The fine was reduced to six, my visa was extended for two more days, and I eventually departed, extremely sad to leave, and already full of incipient hepatitis. That's another bad thing about Bali — yet another serpent in the Garden of Eden — wash your hands well after you have a shit, and take some toilet paper with you.

Jim Anderson
water sofas - velvet beanbag chairs - madras spreads - afghani pillows & carpets - indian mirror cloth - moroccan hangings floor cushions - eastern velvet pillows - indian rugs

NICE THINGS TO COME HOME TO

mon-fri 10:30-7:30  saturday 10:30-4:00
46 goodge st london w1 tel 01-580 6921

SUGAR AND SPICE and all things nice, thats what our photos are made from. Why don't you try some? Choose from our fabulous range: "Young men in love" or "Women of joy".

MAKING

BOOKS, Mags, Stimulators, Sex Aids, Contact Mags etc. 10p and name and address for lists, brochures etc., or call to: Books & Belts, 61 Ledge Lane, Leeds 11.

THE MUSIC PEOPLE

Kristofferson. Genya Ravan. Dylan. Santana and 36 more great acts in an amazing 3-record set. This fantastic album of rock music is available for only £2.29.
JOHNNY WINTER
SWEATHOG
HOME
ARRIVAL
JEFF BECK GROUP
BOB DYLAN
BARRY MANN
JAKE HOLMES
COLIN BLUNSTONE
JIMMY SPHERIS
LESLEY DUNCAN
DREAMS
CHASE
POCO
THE BYRDS
AL STEWART

TAJ MAHAL
FIELDS
SANTANA
SPIRIT
ARGENT
GRIN
TITANIC
NIEMEN
GENYA RAVAN
JONATHAN SWIFT
REDBONE
IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY
BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS
DAVID CLAYTON-THOMAS
BOZ SCAGGS & HIS BAND

KENNY LOGGINS
WITH JIM MESSINA
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON
EDGAR WINTER'S WHITE TRASH
WAYNE COCHRAN &
THE C.C. RIDERS
R.E.O. SPEEDWAGON
NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
FISHBAUGH, FISHBAUGH & ZORN
DR. HOOK & THE MEDICINE SHOW
THE MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA
WITH JOHN McLAUGHLIN